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Methods and Applications of Text-Driven

Toponym Resolution with Indirect Supervision

Michael Adrian Speriosu, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013

Supervisor: Jason Baldridge

This thesis addresses the problem of toponym resolution. Given an

ambiguous placename like Springfield in some natural language context, the

task is to automatically predict the location on the earth’s surface the author

is referring to. Many previous efforts use hand-built heuristics to attempt

to solve this problem, looking for specific words in close proximity such as

Springfield, Illinois, and disambiguating any remaining toponyms to possible

locations close to those already resolved. Such approaches require the data

to take a fairly specific form in order to perform well, thus they often have

low coverage. Some have applied machine learning to this task in an attempt

to build more general resolvers, but acquiring large amounts of high quality

hand-labeled training material is difficult.

I discuss these and other approaches found in previous work before pre-

senting several new toponym resolvers that rely neither on hand-labeled train-

ing material prepared explicitly for this task nor on particular co-occurrences
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of toponyms in close proximity in the data to be disambiguated. Some of

the resolvers I develop reflect the intuition of many heuristic resolvers that

toponyms nearby in text tend to (but do not always) refer to locations nearby

on Earth, but do not require toponyms to occur in direct sequence with one

another. I also introduce several resolvers that use the predictions of a docu-

ment geolocation system (i.e. one that predicts a location for a piece of text of

arbitrary length) to inform toponym disambiguation. Another resolver takes

into account these document-level location predictions, knowledge of different

administrative levels (country, state, city, etc.), and predictions from a logistic

regression classifier trained on automatically extracted training instances from

Wikipedia in a probabilistic way. It takes advantage of all content words in

each toponym’s context (both local window and whole document) rather than

only toponyms.

One resolver I build that extracts training material for a machine

learned classifier from Wikipedia, taking advantage of link structure and ge-

ographic coordinates on articles, resolves 83% of toponyms in a previously

introduced corpus of news articles correctly, beating the strong but simplistic

population baseline. I introduce a corpus of Civil War related writings not

previously used for this task on which the population baseline does poorly;

combining a Wikipedia informed resolver with an algorithm that seeks to min-

imize the geographic scope of all predicted locations in a document achieves

86% blind test set accuracy on this dataset.

After providing these high performing resolvers, I form the groundwork

ix



for more flexible and complex approaches by transforming the problem of

toponym resolution into the traveling purchaser problem, modeling the prob-

ability of a location given its toponym’s textual context and the geographic

distribution of all locations mentioned in a document as two components of

an objective function to be minimized. As one solution to this incarnation

of the traveling purchaser problem, I simulate properties of ants traveling the

globe and disambiguating toponyms. The ants’ preferences for various kinds

of behavior evolves over time, revealing underlying patterns in the corpora

that other disambiguation methods do not account for.

I also introduce several automated visualizations of texts that have had

their toponyms resolved. Given a resolved corpus, these visualizations sum-

marize the areas of the globe mentioned and allow the user to refer back to

specific passages in the text that mention a location of interest. One visualiza-

tion presented automatically generates a dynamic tour of the corpus, showing

changes in the area referred to by the text as it progresses. Such visualiza-

tions are an example of a practical application of work in toponym resolution,

and could be used by scholars interested in the geographic connections in any

collection of text on both broad and fine-grained levels.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The relevance of geographic aspects of data has undergone a dramatic

increase in recent years. The ability to process large amounts of data is al-

lowing for research related to geography not possible before, in areas such as

history (Scheidel et al., 2012), ethnography, and analysis of news and web con-

tent (Gelernter and Mushegian, 2011). Such studies ask questions connected

with geography, such as how territories of various peoples grow and shrink

over time (Guldi, 2009), how different people refer to features of landscape

(Derungs and Purves, 2013), how news spreads through traditional and social

media (Teitler et al., 2008; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2009; Starbird and Palen,

2011), and how dialects evolve in space and time. These questions require

some form of geographic labels on the data.

Some of the data being generated today comes with automatic, high-

quality geographic metadata (called geotags) such as the coordinates derived

via GPS that are associated with tweets and digital pictures, for those users

with GPS-equipped devices who allow this functionality. In other cases, less

precise information is available, such as a Twitter user’s freeform location,

e.g. Brooklyn or Justin Bieber’s heart (Hecht et al., 2011). Many Wikipedia

1



articles contain human-provided geotags on pages referring to geopolitical en-

tities and landmarks. An ongoing body of research seeks to automatically

assign a location (or distribution over many locations) to arbitrary documents

(Eisenstein et al., 2010, 2011; Wing and Baldridge, 2011; Roller et al., 2012).

This thesis is concerned with the automatic disambiguation of explicit

placenames such as York and Portland in arbitrary textual contexts. High

accuracy on this task is essential for research questions like those mentioned

above, as well as for software engineering problems connected to text and ge-

ography. Problems in information retrieval are also concerned with geographic

references in texts to be stored and retrieved, on the level of the document

as well as the explicit placename. Depending on what one’s broader goals

are, quickly and automatically identifying which Washington is being referred

to in a historical or contemporary text is often as important as obtaining an

overall geographic label for the document containing the word or analyzing

the locations of tweets or images related to that document. The methods I

introduce achieve high performance on this task by taking advantage of evi-

dence sources usually ignored in the literature but without relying on direct

supervision, expensive hand-gathered metadata such as population counts, or

oversimplified heuristics.

1.1 Task

Toponym resolution is the task of disambiguating a toponym (pla-

cename) to a geographic location based on that toponym’s context.

2



Definitions

A toponym is a place name such as Japan or Springfield, and may refer

to a single location on earth or be ambiguous in its referent. For example, Paris

may refer to the capital of France or to any number of cities in the United

States, Canada, and other countries.1

In this thesis, a location is defined as a point or set of points on the

earth’s surface. In the case of a single point, a coordinate pair in latitude and

longitude is sufficient to encode the location. A contiguous set of points, also

called a region, may take at least two forms. It may be a simple bounding

box, definable by two corner coordinates, or have arbitrary borders such as

true geopolitical entities have. Some locations, e.g. the United States, are

made up of multiple regions due to holdings separate from a mainland. The

administrative level of a location is its level in the geopolitical hierarchy,

e.g. city, state/province, or country.

The context surrounding a toponym can take various forms. It might

be the entire text of the document containing the toponym, or a subset such as

all words within a certain window of the toponym. It might also include prior

knowledge about the author or time of writing. It could include structural

knowledge such as that provided by links in a corpus such as Wikipedia, or

information about the author’s friends or followers if the toponym is in a social

1Throughout this thesis, I use italics when referring to a (potentially ambiguous) toponym
such as Springfield, but do not use italics when referring to a particular location such as the
Springfield in Illinois.
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media message such as a tweet or Facebook status. The resolvers I present in

this thesis take advantage of textual context on three levels:

Local context is defined as some number of words or some number

of sentences around a toponym, including the toponym itself.

Document context includes all text in the same document as a to-

ponym. As I will discuss, a document may be comprised of a newspaper article,

a Wikipedia page, an entire book, or a contiguous subset of a book, depending

on the corpus used and the treatment of that corpus.

Often there is a desire to resolve all toponyms in an entire corpus, such

as a collection of books with a common author, theme, or place or time of

writing, or a subset of all Wikipedia pages. In these cases, knowledge about

the distribution of toponyms in the entire corpus context may be used to

aid in toponym resolution.

System Components

The typical framework for performing toponym resolution involves sev-

eral parts. The first step is to detect toponyms in free text, if they have

not been provided by a human annotator. This can be achieved with a

named entity recognizer (NER), which typically identifies names of peo-

ple, places, and organizations using contextual information as features for a

machine learned classifier trained on annotated text. The identified place

names indicate which words and phrases constitute toponyms. Throughout

this thesis, I will refer to this process as toponym identification, not to be
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confused with toponym resolution.

Next, a gazetteer must be used to obtain lists of candidate locations

for each toponym. For example, a gazetteer might indicate that Paris can

be used to refer to cities in France, Texas, Arkansas, and so on, with lat-

itude/longitude coordinates given for each such candidate location. Many

gazetteers also include other information for each location such as population,

elevation, a unique identification number, and geopolitical hierarchy informa-

tion (e.g. that a particular Paris is in Lamar County, Texas, United States).

Once the toponyms and candidate locations have been obtained for a

document or corpus, a resolver selects a candidate location for each toponym.

Some simple resolvers, e.g. one that always chooses the candidate location

with the greatest population, select a particular location for all instances of a

toponym type. Other more sophisticated resolvers take some form of context

into account, and are capable of selecting different candidate locations for

separate tokens of the same toponym type.

Core Thesis

The primary thesis of this work is that toponym resolvers with accuracy

high enough to be used in practical applications can be built with mild or indi-

rect supervision by taking advantage of annotations already made by humans

for other purposes. In other words, the expensive and time consuming process

of hand labeling training instances specifically for this task is not necessary

to obtain robust toponym resolvers. In some of my best performing resolvers,
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I utilize document location labels on Wikipedia articles as indirect supervi-

sion at training time. At prediction, I combine document-level evidence, local

contextual evidence, and knowledge about likely geographic distributions of

sets of locations. I lay ground work for framing toponym resolution as the

traveling purchaser problem (TPP), using a heuristic construction algorithm

and ant colony optimization to solve the TPP instances corresponding to each

document, resulting in the joint resolution of all toponyms in a document. The

results I present outperform several resolvers representative of the state of the

art on a small dataset of news articles and a new, larger dataset of books.

1.2 Motivations

Improving the State of the Art

Leidner (2008) presents a thesis similar in many of its goals to this one.

He provides an overview of several toponym resolution methods from previous

literature, constructs the TR-CoNLL dataset, and analyzes the performance

of previous and novel methods on the corpus. Prior to his work, there was

little to no quantitative evaluation data on which to test toponym resolution

methods. He also introduces a toponym resolver based on two heuristics: that

repetitions of a toponym in one discourse segment likely refer to the same

location (the concept of one sense per discourse, borrowed from word sense

disambiguation; see e.g. Yarowsky (1995)) and that resolutions of multiple

toponyms in one discourse segment that cover a smaller area of the globe are

typically preferable to those that cover a larger area of the globe. This thesis
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in many ways builds on the foundation laid by Leidner.

Much existing work in toponym resolution relies on some form of heuris-

tics or hand-built rules. Some attempts use simple rules based on information

contained entirely in the gazetteer such as population or administrative level

(city, state, country, etc.), resolving every instance of the same toponym type

to the same location regardless of context (Ladra et al., 2008). Many efforts

use other toponyms in a context (local or whole document) and look for poten-

tial containment relationships, e.g. London and England occurring in the same

paragraph, or even as the bigram London, England (Li et al., 2003; Amitay

et al., 2004; Zong et al., 2005; Clough, 2005; Li, 2007; Volz et al., 2007; Jones

et al., 2008; Buscaldi and Rosso, 2008; Grover et al., 2010; Loureiro et al.,

2011). Others rely on finding unambiguous toponyms first and then disam-

biguating other toponyms based on geopolitical relationships with or distances

to the unambiguous toponyms (Ding et al., 2000). Many favor resolutions of

toponyms within a local context or document that cover a smaller area of

the globe over those that are more dispersed (Smith and Crane, 2001; Rauch

et al., 2003; Leidner, 2008; Loureiro et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012). Ireson

and Ciravegna (2010) make use of an ontology in the form of Yahoo! Geo-

Planet, but consider a toponym’s context to be other toponyms occurring as

tags applied by the author of that toponym and other users in that author’s

social network.

A major problem with such approaches is that information about nearby

toponyms’ resolutions is required to resolve toponyms, either explicitly in the
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form of unambiguous toponyms or multi-toponym phrases or implicitly via

the global distribution of candidate locations of toponyms in context. This

reliance often results in poor coverage, when the required information simply

isn’t present in the context, and tends to fail in documents that mention lo-

cations neither nearby geographically nor sharing a geopolitical relationship.

In this thesis, I present resolvers that use all types of words in both local and

document context as features in the disambiguation of toponyms. The connec-

tion between non-spatial words and locations has been successfully exploited in

data-driven approaches to document geolocation (Ding et al., 2000; Serdyukov

et al., 2009; Cheng et al., 2010; Eisenstein et al., 2010, 2011; Kinsella et al.,

2011; Wing and Baldridge, 2011; Adams and Janowicz, 2012; Roller et al.,

2012; Sadilek et al., 2012; Dias et al., 2012) and other tasks (Hao et al., 2010;

Pang et al., 2011; Intagorn and Lerman, 2012; Hecht et al., 2012; Louwerse

and Benesh, 2012; Adams and McKenzie, 2013). The importance of spatially

relevant words like downtown that are not explicit toponyms has been shown

by e.g. Hollenstein and Purves (2012). My approach takes advantage of the

clues that prior efforts rely on without being restricted to using only those

clues.

Few probabilistic toponym resolvers exist in the literature. Li (2007)

builds a probability distribution over candidate locations for each toponym,

but does so in a way that still relies on nearby toponyms that could refer

to geopolitical entities that contain that toponym. When such toponyms are

absent, the probability distribution used is one built completely by hand, giv-
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ing a constant probability mass to each administrative level. Speriosu et al.

(2010) use probabilistic topic modeling where each topic is associated with

a grid cell on the earth’s surface. Toponyms are constrained to be in one

of the topics containing a candidate location of that toponym according to a

gazetteer. While this approach is probabilistic and does not rely on hand-built

heuristics, its performance is low as it only uses the distributional properties

of the corpus and a gazetteer as knowledge sources. I present resolvers in this

thesis that are probabilistic in a data-driven way, take advantage of several

knowledge sources (though never training data annotated explicitly for this

task), and achieve results that represent a new state of the art.

Toponym resolvers that use machine learning are also rare in the lit-

erature. Framing toponym resolution as a traditional classification task, each

toponym type can have a classifier associated with it where the set of labels is

the set of candidate locations and features can be extracted from local and/or

document contexts. This need for a separate model for every toponym type

led Leidner (2008) to state that machine learning approaches to toponym res-

olution might face daunting tractability challenges. Despite this, Smith and

Mann (2003) train a Naive Bayes classifier for each toponym type, using un-

ambiguous mentions like Springfield, MA as training instances. However, the

need for training instances with such a specific form presents the same cover-

age problems as many approaches that do not use machine learning. Overell

and Rüger (2008) and Overell (2009) escape this problem to an extent by

extracting training instances from Wikipedia that use nearby toponyms as
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features, but do not capture information that non-toponym words in a nearby

context may be contributing to a toponym’s disambiguation. Garbin and Mani

(2005) extract training instances from unlabeled text but use heuristics like

preferring capital cities over other cities to guess at the correct labels for these

instances. The resolvers I present that use machine learning do not require

specific strings of toponyms in training material and do not apply a simplistic

resolution heuristic in the prediction of labels, instead taking advantage of

geotags on Wikipedia articles containing toponyms whose locations could be

close to those geotags.

There have been limited prior efforts to perform toponym resolution

using text other than toponyms themselves. Roberts et al. (2010) use relation-

ships learned between people, organizations, and locations from Wikipedia to

aid in toponym resolution when such named entities are present, but do not

exploit any other textual context. Mani et al. (2010) and Qin et al. (2010)

use local context words in machine learning approaches, but do not take ad-

vantage of non-local words in the document and require hand-labeled training

data. My approach makes use of all words in local and document context and

requires no explicitly labeled toponym tokens.

Entity disambiguation systems such as those of Kulkarni et al. (2009)

and Hoffart et al. (2011) disambiguate references to people and organizations

as well as locations, but these systems do not take into account any features or

measures unique to geography such as physical distance. Here I demonstrate

the utility of incorporating distance measurements in toponym resolution sys-
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tems. Furthermore, I argue that locations are fundamentally different from

other named entities such as people and organizations. Locations are much

more grounded in a measurable, immutable reality than people or organiza-

tions: they refer to very specific areas of the globe, and these areas rarely

move. This constancy can be acknowledged and exploited in algorithms that

try to disambiguate references to them. Another kind of constancy is that the

set of places with a given name is well known, rarely changes, and is catalogued

in gazetteers. There are many people named Michael Brown, only a few of

them are famous enough to be entered into a catalog such as Wikipedia, the

set of Michael Browns changes frequently as people die and are born, and no

Michael Brown has any characteristics as true and unchanging in a precisely

measurable way as latitude and longitude. One might frame the set of disam-

biguation tasks as a spectrum from those with clearly, rarely changing possible

referents (toponym resolution) at one extreme, to those whose referents are

endlessly debatable in both number and nature (word sense disambiguation),

with the disambiguation of people and organization names somewhere in the

middle.

Towards True Grounding of Language

The need to ground natural language geographically is one component

of a more general need to automatically connect text to entities that are not

text. In some fields, such as robotics, a form of connecting language to non-

language is already in use. For example, a robot might connect a phrase in
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a user’s command such as “the table” to a representation of a real wooden

table in the room. A true connection between natural language and the real

world, such as humans possess in their representation of meaning, is at least

arguably necessary for a computer system that is able to converse and interact

with humans in a natural way. However, questions regarding the nature of

such a representation, let alone how one might implement it in a real system,

remain largely unanswered and are presumably extremely hard to answer.

Making predictions about which parts of text refer to particular parts

of the world (and which parts of the world they refer to) is a task that is a

step towards the complete understanding of text, and one that is within reach

of current research. If the true connection of language to non-language is

grounding, then the simpler task of connecting particular words and phrases

to places on the globe (or times in history) might be called pseudoground-

ing. Since this task includes correctly resolving composite phrases such as “a

settlement thirty miles west of the mouth of the Nile,” toponym resolution is

an even simpler subset of pseudogrounding that only deals with explicit to-

ponyms.2 The results I show in this thesis demonstrate that performance on

toponym resolution is now at a usable level for applications such as those I

discuss below.

2See Mani et al. (2010) for a description of the SpatialML system for annotating both
toponyms and composite spatial phrases in a consistent, machine-readable format.
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Applications of Toponym Resolution

Hill (2006) emphasizes the importance of connecting informal references

to places (toponyms) to formal references to places (coordinates or sets of coor-

dinates). Petras (2004) makes the conservative estimate that half of the world’s

stored knowledge, both printed and digital, has geographic relevance. Skupin

and Esperbé (2011) suggest that geographic information pervades many more

aspects of humanity than previously thought. Allowing for the querying and

exploration of pieces of that knowledge in a truly geographically informed way

requires more powerful tools than a keyword-based search can provide, in part

due to the ambiguity of toponyms. Robust toponym resolution plays an essen-

tial role in the automated geographic indexing and searching of information.

There are many other, more specific ways the automatic resolution of

ambiguous toponyms in text could be practically useful. For example, there

are systems in place that anonymously read text a user has entered on the

Internet such as emails and present content such as advertisements that are

tailored to that user based on the topics of his or her text. Content could also

be tailored based on an estimated location for that user based on his or her

text, including any toponyms used.

Many cases of identity theft involve a perpetrator operating signifi-

cantly far away from the victim. If this perpetrator is entering text on a

computer or mobile phone while using the stolen identity, toponym resolu-

tion could help quickly identify the perpetrator’s location (despite potential
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attempts to disable any automated location services like GPS), adding a geo-

graphic component to automated defenses like those of Chou et al. (2004).

By running a toponym resolver on a collection of text, a summary

of the geographic facets of that text can be presented to a user such as a

historian or scholar of literature, e.g. by using a visualization like the ones

I present here. Toponym resolution also plays an essential role in automated

geographic indexing and information retrieval. These aspects are useful for

historical research that combines age-old geographic issues like territoriality

with modern computational tools (Guldi, 2009), ethnographic analyses of the

kinds of language used to refer to geographic entities (Derungs and Purves,

2013), studies of the effect of historically recorded travel costs on the shaping

of empires (Scheidel et al., 2012), and systems that convey the geographic

content in news articles (Teitler et al., 2008; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2009)

and microblogs (Gelernter and Mushegian, 2011).

1.3 Contributions

This thesis presents strong results in toponym resolution with several

methods, using corpora with manually annotated resolved toponyms only for

evaluation. Results are also given for a collection of books that is new to

this task and much larger than previously published evaluation sets (Crane,

2000). I examine evaluation methods previously used for toponym resolution

and other geographically relevant tasks, and argue for a set of metrics that

is appropriate for toponym resolution and that gives a more complete picture
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of performance than many previously used metrics. I introduce the concept

of framing toponym resolution as the traveling purchaser problem, discussing

the motivations for doing so and presenting methods that lay the ground work

for this novel approach. Finally, several methods for automatically generating

visualizations from such an annotated corpus are presented that are useful for

error analysis for those doing future work in toponym resolution, and for data

exploration for those studying large corpora of historical or current texts.

Datasets

In addition to outperforming previously published results on a small

collection of news articles called TR-CoNLL (roughly 200,000 words, about

6000 of which are toponyms), I present strong results on a much larger collec-

tion of books that is new to the task of toponym resolution: the Perseus Civil

War and 19th Century American Collection (roughly 58 million words, about

240,000 of which are toponyms).

Resolvers

Unsupervised resolvers I present two toponym resolvers that require very

little prior knowledge and perform at a level many percentage points bet-

ter than chance. Both require only a corpus (with either manually anno-

tated toponyms, or as raw text if a named entity recognizer is used) and a

gazetteer that lists candidate locations for each toponym (other information,

such as population and geopolitical hierarchies, are not needed). One resolver,
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MinDist, simply tries to resolve toponyms within each document to locations

nearby on the globe. The other, SPIDER, also does this but computes a no-

tion of global prominence for each location, choosing more prominent locations

more often than MinDist. Resolvers requiring such little prior knowledge but

of comparable performance have not been previously published.

Noisily supervised resolvers Several resolvers are presented that incorpo-

rate more knowledge than MinDist and SPIDER while still not relying on

hand-annotated training instances of the same type as the evaluation instances

used. The TRIPDL resolver uses a predicted location for each document (as

output by a supervised document geolocation system) to make predictions for

the toponyms in that document. WISTR also uses this knowledge, but it

creates training instances at the toponym level by searching for toponyms in

a separate training corpus with candidate locations close to location labels on

the documents containing them. The TRAWL resolver combines document

and local context information in a confidence-driven way, also taking into ac-

count administrative level. Both WISTR and TRAWL use machine learning

to construct a separate model for each toponym word type, taking advantage

of indirect training material.

Toponym resolution as the traveling purchaser problem Two of the

strongest resolvers I present are the WISTR and SPIDER resolvers (the lat-

ter being particularly strong when initialized with WISTR’s output). These
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two resolvers represent two extremes on a spectrum. WISTR focuses exclu-

sively on a toponym’s local textual context, disambiguating it based on train-

ing instances extracted from Wikipedia and ignoring how the set of predicted

locations for a document is distributed on the earth. The SPIDER resolver

ignores textual context and does not require any supervision, but rather tries

to predict a set of locations in a small geographic region. WISTR performs

better than SPIDER on the TR-CoNLL corpus of international news arti-

cles (large geographic score), while the opposite is true on the CWar corpus

of American Civil War writings (small geographic scope).

Ideally, a single resolver would perform best on all corpora. Towards

that end, I develop two resolvers based on framing toponym resolution as

the traveling purchaser problem (TPP), which explicitly model the individ-

ual resolution power of WISTR and the spatial minimality of SPIDER as

two components of a cost function to be optimized for each document. My

TRACO resolver simulates populations of ants with properties that adapt

and evolve to prefer different kinds of documents and corpora as they solve

TPP. These efforts form a foundation for future, adaptive toponym resolvers.

They also yield interesting outputs aside from resolved toponyms, such as

ordered geographic tours through documents and patterns of evolution that

reflect differences in the kinds of text they are given.
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Visualizations

Several automatically generated visualizations are presented that demon-

strate what one might do with a corpus that has been geographically grounded,

e.g. via toponym resolution. I present visualizations to be viewed in Google

Earth as well as those that are standalone programs, focusing on the advan-

tages of the latter. Principles for creating effective graphical views of data are

discussed, along with how they apply to these visualizations. A major goal

in this section is to demonstrate how such visualizations can aid research in

the humanities, illuminating patterns related to geography in historical and

literary texts that might otherwise elude a scholar who only read the texts or

a portion thereof.

There is now far more machine readable text than ever before, whether

in the form of digitized historical texts or text generated by Internet users,

and such data is ripe for study in the fields of history, linguistics, sociol-

ogy, economics, and literature, to name a few. Scholars and educators in the

humanities need tools that aid in the digestion of large corpora of texts, har-

nessing the ability of computers to process large amounts of data and display

trends in that data that might otherwise not be obvious. The visualizations I

present here are examples of such tools.

Static visualizations Some of the visualizations I present are static in that

they give an overall picture of which parts of the globe are referred to in a

collection of texts. Going beyond the simple polygons giving the outer borders
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of the location of a piece of text presented in Leidner (2008), the visualizations

I present show how many times each location was mentioned, allow the user

to click on a location to bring up the portions of the text that refer to that

location, and allow the user to show or hide any subset of the full collection

loaded into the visualization. Zooming and panning capabilities allow the

visualization to be informative on displays of many different sizes.

Dynamic visualization I also present a visualization that takes the user on

a tour of the texts in question, showing how the areas of the globe referred to

by the text shift as the text progresses. This allows for automatically generated

stories that walk the user through the narrative of the texts in a dynamic way

that is alluded to but not implemented by Leidner (2008).

1.4 Software

The Fieldspring software package implements the methods described

in this thesis. Source code and instructions for replicating results, running on

new data, and producing visualizations are available at the GitHub repository

at github.com/utcompling/fieldspring.
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Chapter 2

Data

Some of the material in this chapter also appears in Speriosu and

Baldridge (2013).

2.1 Gazetteer: GeoNames

The gazetteer used to produce the lists of candidate locations can

be considered data, since different available gazetteers may have more or

less coverage and more or less structural/hierarchical data such as which

county/state/province/country a city is in, and so on.

GeoNames is a freely available gazetteer containing over eight million

entries worldwide. Each entry contains a name (sometimes more than one)

for a location, and a coordinate in latitude and longitude. Entries also include

information about type (CITY, STATE, etc.), which country a location lies

in, and an administrative code that can give a more middle administrative

level, e.g. which U.S. state a city is in. The following is an excerpt from

GeoNames, showing some of the most important fields for cities named Paris

in France, Texas, and Arkansas:
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2988507 Paris 48.853 2.348 P FR A8 2138551 2011-11-04
4717560 Paris 33.660 -95.555 P US TX 25171 2011-05-14
4125402 Paris 35.292 -93.729 P US AR 3532 2011-05-14

The fields shown are, respectively, ID number, name, latitude, longitude, fea-

ture class (P for populated place), country code, code for an intermediate ad-

ministrative level (A8 for Île-de-France, TX for Texas, and AR for Arkansas),

population, and date of last modification.

Ideally, locations that are typically considered to have greater areas

than a single point would be represented as a complete and accurate border.

Then, in any resolver that computes the distance between two locations, the

distance between a large location such as a country and any city within that

country would be correctly considered zero. However, such accurate border

data may not be freely or easily available, and processing it may be math-

ematically complex in the general case. One promising freely available tool

for working with geographic data that includes polygonal location information

is OpenStreetMap (Haklay and Weber, 2008). Built from the submissions of

users, OpenStreetMap could be used as an advanced gazetteer as well as a

mechanism for viewing the output of toponym resolvers. While I explore the

use of some such tools in Chapter 4, I leave integration with OpenStreetMap

to future work.

GeoNames gives the locations of regional items like states, provinces,

and countries as single points. This is clearly problematic when one seeks

connections between words and locations: e.g. we might learn that many
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words associated with the USA are connected to a point in Kansas. To get

around this, I represent regional locations as a set of points derived from the

gazetteer. Since regional locations are named in the entries for locations they

contain, all locations contained in the region are extracted (in some cases

over 100,000 of them) and then k-means (Hartigan and Wong, 1979) is run

to find a smaller set of spatial centroids. These representative points act

as a tractable proxy for the spatial extent of the entire region. k is set to

the number of 1◦ by 1◦ grid cells covered by that region. Figure 2.1 shows

the points computed for the United States.1 A desirable property of this

representation is that it does not involve region shape files and the additional

programming infrastructure they require.

Formally, each location l has an initial set of points Pl contained in

it according to the gazetteer. ||Pl|| = 1 for all cities, as I do not consider

toponyms at the sub-city level in this thesis. For each l where ||Pl|| > 1, kl is

the number of 1◦ by 1◦ grid cells containing at least one point in Pl. Then the

k-means clustering algorithm is run, resulting in a set of representative points

Rl that is typically much less than Pl. For cities, Pl = Rl is the single point

representing the location. For regional locations, ||Rl|| = kl.

When the distance between two locations is computed, the great circle

distance (i.e. the distance along the earth’s surface, as a car would drive on a

perfectly straight road) between the closest pair of representative points – one

1The representation also contains three points each in Hawaii and Alaska not shown in
Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Points representing the United States.
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from each location – is used. Thus, the distance between two locations with

only one representative point each is simply the great circle distance between

those two points. The distance between a location with many representative

points and one with a single representative point is the distance from the single

point location to the representative point of the other location closest to that

point. Note that this means that the distance from a city to the country

containing that city will often be nonzero though likely not large unless that

city is in an otherwise sparsely populated area of that country, far away from

a centroid computed in the k-means clustering for that country.

Formally, the distance between locations l and q, with representative

point sets Rl and Rq respectively, is defined as

dist(l, q) = minli∈Rl,qi∈Rqdist(li, qi)

where the great circle distance between any two single points x = (x.lat, x.lon)

and y = (y.lat, y.lon) in latitude and longitude coordinates is defined as

dist(x, y) =

arccos(sin(x.lat)sin(y.lat) + cos(x.lat)cos(y.lat)cos(y.lon− x.lon)).

This yields a distance in radians, which must be multiplied by a constant to

convert to a common distance measure if desired, e.g. 6372.8 km.
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2.2 Toponym Resolution Corpora

TR-CoNLL

The TR-CoNLL corpus was compiled by Leidner (2008) and contains

946 news articles from REUTERS published between August 22 and August

31, 1996 inclusive. It is about 204,000 words. The articles range in length

from a few hundred words to several thousand words. The corpus has manu-

ally annotated named entities due to its previous use in the 2003 Conference

on Natural Language Learning (CoNLL) shared task on named entity recogni-

tion. Each annotated toponym in the corpus was further annotated with lists

of candidate locations by Leidner (2008) using a combination of the GNIS

gazetteer of the U.S. Geographic Survey, the GNS gazetteer of the National

Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGA), and the CIA World Factbook (WFB).

Figure 2.2 an example of a document in the TR-CoNLL corpus, with

manually identified toponyms shown in bold and each sentence beginning on

a new line. The document has several noteworthy properties relevant to to-

ponym resolution that are typical of many texts. First, it contains toponyms

like Springfield and Washington with more than one reasonably likely candi-

date location given no context. In at least one case, Washington, the referenced

location is not the candidate location with the greatest population. (At the

time of writing, the United States capital has a population of about 620,000,

while that of Washington state is about 6.8 million.) Second, it contains sev-

eral instances of referenced locations that are contained within other referenced

locations: St. Albans, Roxbury, and Montpelier are all contained within Ver-
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Amtrak Train Derails, Three Injured – Officials.
MONTPELIER, Vt.
1996-08-27
At least three people were injured when an Amtrak passenger train
slammed into an empty logging truck and derailed Tuesday, officials said.
The Vermonter, which runs between St. Albans, Vermont, near the
Canadian border and Washington, D.C., collided with the truck at 7:51
A.M. EDT near the rural town of Roxbury some 15 miles southeast of the
state capital Montpelier, Amtrak spokeswoman Maureen Garrity said.
Vermont Central Hospital spokesman Dan Pudvah said two of the injured
were treated there – the truck driver, who was suffering from multiple
trauma injuries, and a passenger.
Pudvah said he understood other people with minor injuries were being
treated at the scene.
Garrity said a train conductor was also injured.
The train’s engine and its six cars derailed but were still standing, state
police said.
The exact number of passengers on the train was not known.
“We had 70 reservations for the train, but that doesn’t mean there were
70 passengers aboard,” Garrity said.
Uninjured passengers were to be taken by bus to Springfield, Mas-
sachusetts, where they will be put aboard another train to continue their
journey to New York City and Washington, Garrity said.
She said the train was travelling at 54 MPH when it crashed into the truck,
which was crossing the tracks onto a dirt road in the rural area bordering
the Northfield Mountains.

Figure 2.2: A document from the TR-CoNLL corpus, with manually identi-
fied toponyms shown in bold and each sentence beginning on a new line.
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mont, and Springfield is contained within Massachusetts. Third, repetitions

of the same toponym (possibly using alternate names, e.g. Washington, D.C.

versus Washington and Vermont versus Vt) refer to the same location; the

idea of “one sense per document” is upheld. Fourth, there is a clear region

that is relevant for the document: the Eastern Seaboard of the United States,

with a focus on the state of Vermont and nearby areas. Finally, there are nu-

merous non-toponym words and phrases in the document that could be used

to help a human or machine disambiguate toponyms in it, such as Amtrak,

train, logging, Vermonter, Canadian border, Vermont Central Hospital, North-

field Mountains, names of people associated with particular areas, and other

words whose geographic relevance may be less obvious.

For the purposes of this thesis, the TR-CoNLL corpus was divided into

a development and a test portion. No training portion was created because the

corpus is used only for unsupervised methods or methods noisily supervised

with separate data. After sorting the documents in TR-CoNLL by document

ID ascending, every third document was placed into TRC-test, beginning

with the third. The remaining documents were placed into TRC-dev. That

is, the first and second documents were put into TRC-dev, the third into

TRC-test, the fourth and fifth into TRC-dev, the sixth into TRC-test,

and so on. This results in the development set (631 documents) being roughly

twice the size of the test set (315 documents).

There were several systematic types of errors in the original TR-CoNLL

corpus, such as coordinates being swapped for some locations and some lon-
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gitudes being zero or the negative of their correct values. I repaired many

of these errors, though some more idiosyncratic mistakes remain. These fixes

and instructions for how to apply them to the original corpus are available at

the Fieldspring GitHub page at github.com/utcompling/fieldspring.

The Perseus Civil War and 19th Century American Collection (CWar)

This corpus contains 341 books written primarily about and during the

American Civil War, is about 58 million words, and is part of the Perseus

Digital Library project (Crane, 2000). The corpus underwent an initial auto-

mated process where toponyms were identified with a named entity recognizer

and resolved using simple rules. These annotations were then corrected by

hand. It includes biographies of Civil War leaders like Ulysses S. Grant and

Abraham Lincoln as well as personal war memoirs written during the war by

soldiers, women, children, and others living in the early United States. Other

documents are less closely related to the Civil War but involve other aspects

of 19th century America.

Figure 2.3 shows an excerpt from one such document, Louis Agassiz:

A Life in Science, written by Edward Lurie in 1960. The biography contains

many samples of the writing of Agassiz, a Swiss scientist who spent time as

a professor at Harvard University in the mid-1800s. The excerpt mentions

Springfield and Hartford, and context indicates that the cities referred to are

those in Massachusetts and Connecticut respectively, though the word Con-

necticut refers in this case to the river rather than the state. The references
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Thus American science lacks the scope which is characteristic of higher
instruction in our old Europe.
Objects of art are curiosities but little appreciated and usually still less
understood.
On the other hand, the whole population shares in the advanced education
provided for all...
From Springfield the railroad follows the course of the Connecticut as far
as Hartford, turning then directly toward the sea-coast. The valley strik-
ingly resembles that of the Rhine between Carlsruhe and Heidelberg.

Figure 2.3: An excerpt from Louis Agassiz: A Life of Science, from the CWar
corpus.

to the European cities Carlsruhe2 and Heidelberg are made clearer by the

reference to Europe itself in nearby context. In this case, the author is princi-

pally referring to a region of the United States, though parallels are drawn to

locations thousands of kilometers away.

In this thesis, CWar is divided into development (CWar-dev) and

test (CWar-test) sets in the same way as TR-CoNLL, resulting in 228

documents for development and 113 documents for test. States and countries

are not annotated in CWar, so I do not evaluate end-to-end using NER plus

toponym resolution for it as there are many (falsely) false positives.

2This is the old spelling of Karlsruhe.
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2.3 Document Geolocation Corpus: GeoWiki

The GeoWiki dataset consists of over one million English articles from

a February 11, 2012 dump of Wikipedia. Each article has a gold location

annotation in the form of a point in latitude/longitude coordinates. The corpus

was divided into training (80%), development (10%), and test (10%) sets at

random and performed various preprocessing to remove markup in exactly

the same manner as Wing and Baldridge (2011). The training portion is

used in this thesis as training data for resolvers that utilize a document-level

location prediction as part of toponym resolution, and to extract training

instances for the WISTR resolver described in section §3.1. I also extract

data from Wikipedia’s link structure in two ways, both to extract additional

training instances and to estimate the probability of traveling from one group

of locations to another, based on link frequencies, for use in the traveling

purchaser problem (TPP) resolvers.

2.4 Toponym Frequency and Ambiguity

In order to understand the scope of the problem of toponym resolution,

it is useful to examine how often toponyms occur as well as how ambiguous

they are. Table 2.1 gives statistics for each corpus used in the evaluation of to-

ponym resolution methods. The quantities shown are number of documents,

number of word tokens, number of word types, number of toponym tokens,

number of toponym types, average ambiguity (number of candidate locations)

per toponym token, and maximum ambiguity for any toponym. The statis-
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Corpus docs toks types tokstop typestop ambavg ambmax
TRC-dev 631 136k 17k 4356 613 15.0 857
TRC-dev-NER - - - 3165 391 18.2 857
TRC-test 315 68k 11k 1903 440 13.7 857
TRC-test-NER - - - 1346 305 15.7 857

CWar-dev 228 33m 200k 157k 850 29.9 231
CWar-test 113 25m 305k 85k 760 31.5 231

Table 2.1: Statistics of the corpora used to evaluate toponym resolution per-
formance. The columns correspond to corpus name, number of documents,
number of word tokens, number of word types, number of toponym tokens,
number of toponym types, average ambiguity (number of candidate locations
per toponym token), and maximum ambiguity.

tics are based on NER-identified toponyms where indicated and gold-standard

toponym identifications elsewhere.

The task of this work is restricted to the disambiguation of words and

phrases that refer to geopolitical entities like cities, states, and countries by

proper name. The statistics from Table 2.1 indicate that such references oc-

cur about 7 times per news article (one in every 33 words) in TR-CoNLL

and about 700 times per book (one in every 240 words) in CWar. Accord-

ing to GeoNames, the average number of possible referents per toponym in

TR-CoNLL is about 14, while this number is about 30 for CWar. Clearly,

the frequency and ambiguity of toponyms varies heavily by domain.

A far more difficult task is that of attempting to resolve geographically

any kind of text that refers to a point or area of the globe. Even the task

of identifying all such references automatically is challenging, as the kinds of
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clues that might indicate that a string of text is such a reference have a much

greater variety than the clues used to identify the proper names of places.

Even using part of speech or syntactic annotations does not make the problem

easy. The highly productive and metaphoric qualities of language mean that

simplistic methods like counting the number of prepositions that could be (but

aren’t necessarily) locative like ‘in’ or ‘at,’ even within some syntactic context,

are not likely to provide accurate statistics. A human can determine that “my

old place” is a geographic reference while “a place in my heart” is not, but

building a system to reliably recognize the difference is a full fledged task unto

itself.

The SpatialML annotation scheme and corpora have paved the way for

such tasks, hand-annotating about 6000 arbitrary locative references in 428

news articles and weblogs, about 1000 references in 100 medical documents

about emerging diseases, about 3500 references in 121 news releases from U.S.

Immigration, and about 4000 references in 298 other arbitrary documents

(Mani et al., 2010). Assuming the annotations are correct and complete, this

comes to an average of about 16 geographic references per document, where

each document is about the length of a news article. Comparing this to the 7

toponyms per news article in TR-CoNLL, one can make the very rough claim

that a little less than half of all geographic references in the news domain are

toponyms.
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Chapter 3

Heuristic and Text-Based Methods

Some of the material in this chapter also appears in Speriosu and

Baldridge (2013).

3.1 Resolvers

Baseline Resolvers

Random The Random resolver simply selects a candidate location at ran-

dom for each toponym, resulting in an average case accuracy equal to the

inverse of the average ambiguity of toponyms in the corpus. In general, such a

random resolver (which includes knowledge from a gazetteer) will still perform

at a level much higher than one which selects a point on the earth’s surface

(or even a point guaranteed to be on land) completely at random. This is true

not only because there is a chance that exactly the correct location will be

selected, but also because sets of locations with the same name are typically

autocorrelated: the set of Springfields forms a cluster of locations in a much

tighter arrangement than a uniform distribution over the earth’s surface is

likely to produce (Brunner and Purves, 2008). I do not consider a resolver

that makes no use of a gazetteer in this work.
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The runtime of Random is O(||T ||), where ||T || is the number of to-

ponyms in the corpus.

Population The Population resolver always selects the candidate location

with the greatest population for each toponym. Naturally, it can only be used

when such information is available, and is more effective when the population

data used was taken from a time period close to the time period to which

the corpus is relevant. Population data is also an extremely work-intensive

knowledge source to gather, given the difficulty of accurately counting the

number of individuals living in any geopolitical entity.

The Population resolver is a strong baseline in many cases. For

example, if an author mentions Chicago in a modern text, she is extremely

likely to be referring to the large city in Illinois. In other cases, however,

Population is guaranteed to perform quite poorly. When a toponym has

several candidate locations with reasonably large populations, e.g. Portland

or Springfield, Population will often predict incorrectly. It in effect only

knows about one Springfield, and always predicts it given its name. The cases

that are most interesting from a toponym resolution perspective are those for

which the level of uncertainty about the geographic referent of a word or phrase

is high. Population assumes that toponyms are in fact unambiguous, thus

effectively disregarding the task altogether. So, while I include results from

Population using population data from GeoNames, I do not consider it a

true competitor as a toponym resolver despite its good performance in terms
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of overall accuracy, as it is guaranteed to behave incorrectly in the very cases

that motivate the task. Furthermore, I will show that for a corpus whose

time of writing and/or time period being discussed differ from the time the

population data was gathered by 100-200 years, methods that do not take

population data into account far outperform Population.

The runtime of Population is O(||T ||·maxamb(T )), where ||T || is the

number of toponyms in the corpus and maxamb(T ) is the maximum ambiguity

(number of candidate locations) of any toponym.

Unsupervised Algorithmic Resolvers

Two essentially unsupervised resolvers I present in this thesis are the

MinDist and SPIDER resolvers. Both work on the intuition that nearby

toponyms in text (where “nearby” means “in the same document” here) tend

to refer to nearby locations on the earth, reflecting the proximity intuitions

assumed by many previous efforts in a more general way (Smith and Crane,

2001; Rauch et al., 2003; Leidner, 2008; Loureiro et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,

2012). Neither makes use of any outside knowledge or labeled data other than

a gazetteer.

MinDist MinDist selects, for each toponym, the location that minimizes

the total distance to some resolution (i.e. some selection of candidate loca-

tions) of all other toponyms in the same document. MinDist captures the

intuition that if one mentions an unambiguous city in Illinois and then men-
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for doc ∈ corpus do
for topi ∈ doc do
overallmin←∞ // Initialize min. distance for this toponym’s candidates
for canda ∈ topi do
totaldist← 0 // Reset total distance for this candidate to other toponyms’
for topj ∈ doc do

if topi 6= topj then
min←∞ // Initialize min. distance between two particular locations
for candb ∈ topj do
dist← distance(canda, candb)
if dist < min then
min← dist // Found shorter distance from canda to topj

totaldist← totaldist+min // Update total distance for candidate
if totaldist < overallmin then
overallmin← totaldist // Found a new optimal candidate
candopt ← canda

topi.predict(candopt) // Predict the optimal candidate for this toponym

Figure 3.1: MinDist pseudocode.

tions Springfield, he or she is likely (though not guaranteed) to be referring to

Springfield, Illinois. More generally, MinDist favors resolutions that clump

all resolved toponyms within a document to locations near each other. While

this intuition is not necessarily true in general, the results I present show

that it nevertheless performs much better than Random. Figure 3.1 gives

pseudocode for the MinDist algorithm.

Figure 3.2 gives an example of MinDist resolving the toponyms A, B,

and C, all of which are mentioned in one document. The algorithm disam-

biguates each one so that it minimizes the distance to the closest candidate

location of each other toponym. The result is a tight clumping of predicted

locations (A1, B2, and C1). In general, however, the selection of a particular
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toponym’s location based on some candidate location of another toponym does

not guarantee that the latter location is selected. When the algorithm finds

B2 to be the closest B to A1 while selecting a location for A, this does not

require that B2 also be selected for B (though it happens to be selected in this

and many other cases); the location for B is selected separately.

MinDist does poorly in cases where a toponym like Paris occurs in

the same document as Dallas, and the resolver chooses Paris, Texas, even

though the author was talking about a flight from the large Texan city to the

large French city, not the small Texan town. MinDist has no sense of which

locations are more likely a priori to be referred to.

The runtime of MinDist is O(T 2
max · ||D|| ·maxamb(T )2), where Tmax

is the maximum number of toponyms in any document in the corpus, ||D||

is the number of documents in the corpus, and maxamb(T ) is the maximum

ambiguity of any toponym, since each candidate location of each toponym must

be compared in distance to each candidate location of each other toponym in

the same document.

SPIDER One straightforward way to incorporate prior knowledge about lo-

cations is by using Population. However, as mentioned above, Population

is not always applicable, requires large amounts of human intervention, and

ignores the ambiguity inherent in toponyms. Thus, it is desirable to have an

unsupervised (i.e. lacking specific information about particular locations other

than coordinates) resolver still capable of capturing the prominence of differ-
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Figure 3.2: Example of MinDist resolving toponyms in one document. The
set of predicted locations A1, B2, and C1 form a tight clump.
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ent locations in some way. That is, while the intuition behind MinDist that

nearby locations tend to get mentioned nearby in text is sometimes true, in

other cases a location may be referred to because of its thematic relevance, be-

cause a long trip is being described, or other reasons. A resolver that captures

at least some of the cases where this intuition fails should improve results.

Leidner (2008) describes two general and useful minimality properties

of toponyms:

• one sense per discourse: multiple tokens of a toponym in the same

text generally do not refer to different locations in the same text

• spatial minimality: different toponyms in a text tend to refer to spa-

tially near locations

Many toponym resolvers exploit these (Smith and Crane, 2001; Rauch et al.,

2003; Leidner, 2008; Grover et al., 2010; Loureiro et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,

2012). Here, I define SPIDER (Spatial Prominence via Iterative Distance

Evaluation and Reweighting) as a strong representative of such textually un-

aware approaches. In addition to capturing both minimality properties, it also

identifies the relative prominence of the locations for each toponym in a given

corpus.

SPIDER resolves each toponym by finding the location for each that

minimizes the sum distance to some candidate location of all other toponyms

in the same document. On the first iteration, it tends to select locations that
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clump spatially: if Paris occurs with Dallas, it will choose Paris, Texas even

though the topic may be a flight from Texas to France. Further iterations

bring Paris, France into focus by capturing its prominence across the corpus.

The key intuition is that most documents will discuss Paris, France and only a

small portion of these mention places close to Paris, Texas; thus, Paris, France

will be selected on the first iteration for many documents (though not for the

Dallas document). SPIDER thus assigns each candidate location a weight

(initialized to 1.0), which is re-estimated on each iteration. The adjusted

distance between two locations is computed as the great circle distance divided

by the product of the two locations’ weights. At the end of an iteration, each

candidate location’s weight is updated to be the fraction of the times it was

chosen times the number of candidates for that toponym. The weights are

global, with one for each location in the gazetteer, so the same weight vector

is used for each token of a given toponym on a given iteration.

For example, if after the first iteration Paris, France is chosen thrice,

Paris, Texas once, and Paris, Arkansas never, the global weights of these lo-

cations are (3/4)∗3=2.25, (1/4)∗3=.75, and (0/4)∗3=0, respectively (assume,

for the example, there are no other locations named Paris). The sum of the

weights remains equal to the number of candidate locations. The updated

weights are used on the next iteration, so Paris, France will seem “closer”

since any distance computed to it is divided by a number greater than one.

Paris, Texas will seem somewhat further away, and Paris, Arkansas infinitely

far away. The algorithm continues for a fixed number of iterations or until the
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Figure 3.3: Example of SPIDER resolving toponyms in one document on a
particular iteration. The sizes of the candidates represent their weights, which
reflect the frequency of their being selected on previous iterations. The set
of predicted locations A3, B2, and C2 do not form as tight of a clump as in
Figure 3.2.
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for doc ∈ corpus do
for top ∈ doc do

for cand ∈ top do
cand.weight← 1.0 // Initialize weights

for iter ∈ {0...NUMITERATIONS} do
for doc ∈ corpus do

for top ∈ doc do
top.count← 0 // Reset toponym counter
for cand ∈ top do
cand.count← 0 // Reset candidate counter

for doc ∈ corpus do
for topi ∈ doc do
overallmin←∞ // Initialize min. distance for all candidates of topi
for canda ∈ topi do
totaldist← 0 // Reset candidate’s total distance to other toponyms’
for topj ∈ doc do

if topi 6= topj then
min←∞ // Initialize min. distance between two given locations
for candb ∈ topj do
dist← distance(canda, candb)/(canda.weight ∗ candb.weight)
if dist < min then
min← dist // Found shorter distance

totaldist← totaldist+min // Update total distance for candidate
if totaldist < overallmin then
overallmin← totaldist // Found a new “closer” candidate
candopt ← canda

topi.predict(candopt) // Predict the optimal candidate for this iteration
candopt.count← candopt.count+ 1 // Increment candidate counter
topi.count← topi.count+ 1 // Increment toponym counter

for doc ∈ corpus do
for top ∈ doc do

for cand ∈ top do
cand.weight← (cand.count/top.count) ∗ top.ambiguity // Reweight

Figure 3.4: SPIDER pseudocode.
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weights do not change more than some threshold. Here, I run SPIDER for

10 iterations; the weights have generally converged by this point. Figure 3.3

gives an example of the SPIDER algorithm on a particular iteration, where

changed weights cause the set of predicted locations to change, versus the sim-

pler MinDist algorithm. Figure 3.4 gives the pseudocode for the SPIDER

algorithm.

When only one toponym is present in a document, SPIDER simply

selects the candidate with the greatest weight. When there is no such weight

information, such as when the toponym does not co-occur with other toponyms

anywhere in the corpus, it selects a candidate at random.

SPIDER captures the intuition that if a location tends to get selected

often in a corpus, it is likely to be a more prominent location than its competing

locations. Its increasing weight can cause it to be selected even more often in

future iterations, while still allowing a less prominent location to be selected

if the evidence in its document (many toponyms with candidates near it) is

strong enough. Thus, SPIDER still relies on the intuition that texts tend to

refer to nearby places, but it relaxes that constraint while adding the intuition

that texts tend to refer to the same locations multiple times in a corpus.

SPIDER is a heuristic algorithm not based on the optimization of an

objective function. Its worst case running time is O(T 2
max ·||D||·maxamb(T )2),

where Tmax is the maximum number of toponyms in any document in the

corpus, ||D|| is the number of documents in the corpus, maxamb(T ) is the

maximum ambiguity of any toponym, and i is the number of iterations. The
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algorithm is essentially MinDist repeated i times, with some added compu-

tations that are not further dependent on the size of any inputs.

Text-Driven Resolvers

The text-driven resolvers presented in this section all use local context

windows, document context, or both, to inform disambiguation.

TRIPDL In this resolver, I use a document geolocator trained on GeoWiki’s

document location labels. Others—such as Smith and Crane (2001)—have es-

timated a document-level location to inform toponym resolution, but mine is

the first I am aware of to use training data from a different domain to build

a document geolocator that uses all words (not only toponyms) to estimate

a document’s location. I use the document geolocation method of Wing and

Baldridge (2011), which discretizes the earth’s surface into 1◦ by 1◦ grid cells

and assigns Kullback-Leibler divergences to each cell given a document, based

on language models learned for each cell from geolocated Wikipedia articles. I

obtain the probability of a cell c given a document d by the standard method

of exponentiating the negative KL-divergence and normalizing these values

over all cells:

P (c|d) =
exp(−KL(c, d))∑
c′ exp(−KL(c′, d))

This distribution is used for all toponyms t in d to define distributions PDL(l|t, d)

over candidate locations of t in document d to be the portion of P (c|d) con-
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sistent with the t’s candidate locations:

PDL(l|t, d) =
P (cl|d)∑

l′∈G(t) P (cl′|d)

where G(t) is the set of the locations for t in the gazetteer, and cl is the cell con-

taining l. TRIPDL (Toponym Resolution Informed by Predicted Document

Locations) chooses the location that maximizes PDL.

WISTR While TRIPDL uses an off-the-shelf document geolocator to cap-

ture the geographic gist of a document, WISTR (Wikipedia Indirectly Su-

pervised Toponym Resolver) instead directly targets each toponym. It learns

text classifiers based on local context window features trained on instances

automatically extracted from GeoWiki.

To create the indirectly supervised training data for WISTR, the

OpenNLP named entity recognizer detects toponyms in GeoWiki, and can-

didate locations for each toponym are retrieved from GeoNames. Each to-

ponym with a location within 10km of the document location is considered a

mention of that location. For example, the Empire State Building Wikipedia

article has a human-provided location label of (40.75,-73.99). The toponym

New York is mentioned several times in the article, and GeoNames lists a

New York at (40.71,-74.01). These points are 4.8km apart, so each mention

of New York in the document is considered a reference to New York City.

Table 3.1 shows the top 50 most frequently extracted toponyms and their

counts.
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Figure 3.5: Example demonstrating WISTR’s training instance extraction
method. The Portland Youth Philharmonic Wikipedia article has a geotag
very near Portland, Oregon, while that of Widgery Wharf has a geotag very
near Portland, Maine. Words like music and wharf occurring in close prox-
imity with Portland are features that help distinguish the two cities.

Next, context windows w of twenty words to each side of each toponym

are extracted as features. The label for a training instance is the candidate

location closest to the document location. I extract 1,489,428 such instances

for toponyms relevant to the evaluation corpora. These instances are used to

train logistic regression classifiers P (l|t, w) for location l and toponym t. To

disambiguate a new toponym, WISTR chooses the location that maximizes

this probability.

Figure 3.5 demonstrates what WISTR’s training instance extraction

algorithm does with instances of the word Portland on the Wikipedia pages
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for the Portland Youth Philharmonic and Widgery Wharf, two entities lo-

cated in Portland, Oregon and Portland, Maine respectively. According to

GeoNames, there are two locations named Portland near each of these arti-

cles’ geotags. Thus, any mentions of Portland in either article get extracted

as training instances, with each label assumed to be the nearby city. Con-

text words like music and wharf are features that help distinguish the two

Portlands from one another (and from other Portlands) in WISTR’s logistic

regression classifiers.

Few probabilistic toponym resolvers like WISTR exist in the literature.

Li (2007) builds a probability distribution over locations for each toponym, but

still relies on nearby toponyms that could refer to regions that contain that

toponym and requires hand construction of distributions. Other learning ap-

proaches to toponym resolution (e.g. Smith and Mann (2003)) require explicit

unambiguous mentions like Portland, Maine to construct training instances,

while my data gathering methodology does not make such an assumption.

Overell and Rüger (2008) and Overell (2009) only use nearby toponyms as

features. Mani et al. (2010) and Qin et al. (2010) use other word types but

only in a local context, and they require toponym-labeled training data. My

approach makes use of all words in local and document context and requires

no explicitly labeled toponym tokens.

The runtime of WISTR’s evaluation phase is O(||TE||), where ||TE||

is the number of toponyms in the evaluation corpus once the classifiers have al-

ready been trained. The runtime of the training phase isO(||TTR||·maxamb(TTR)),
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where ||TTR|| is the number of toponyms in the training corpus andmaxamb(TTR)

is the maximum ambiguity of any toponym in the training corpus.

LISTR I also introduce LISTR (LInk Supervised Toponym Resolver), which

functions identically to WISTR, except that its training instances are ex-

tracted from toponyms in GeoWiki that are themselves links to geotagged

Wikipedia articles, with the constraint that the coordinate of the destination

page must be within 10 km of a candidate location of the toponym according

to the gazetteer. This candidate is assumed to be the label for the training

instance. If more than one candidate is within 10 km of the link destination’s

geotag, the closest such candidate is used. Redirects are processed before the

final destination of the link is examined. I extract 703,122 training instances

relevant to the evaluation corpora in this way.

I consider LISTR to be a more directly supervised version of WISTR,

since it only receives training instances from explicit links in Wikipedia, which

are essentially manually disambiguated toponyms. For this reason, I provide

some results with LISTR but do not focus on it in this thesis. Besides this

major difference from WISTR, the LISTR training instance extraction tech-

nique misses many of the instances extracted by WISTR, since often only

a subset of the instances of a given toponym are made explicit links in a

Wikipedia article (often only the first such occurrence). However, the poten-

tial for Wikipedia links to point to locations far from the page in which they are

mentioned (or to appear in pages without geotags at all) means that LISTR
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also extracts some instances that WISTR does not extract. Thus, taking the

union of the training sets extracted by both techniques (WISTR+LISTR)

is an interesting exercise in combining relatively direct supervision and rela-

tively indirect supervision. I also experiment with combining the two training

sets in a way that limits the LISTR component’s contribution: only including

training instances extracted from links for toponym types for which WISTR

did not extract any training instances. This only allows LISTR to make a

prediction over candidates for a toponym about which WISTR has nothing to

say. Both WISTR and LISTR back off to TRIPDL’s document-level distri-

bution when attempting to resolve an unknown toponym, and this approach

(which I call WISTR+LISTRBack) normally uses only the WISTR training

instances, backs off to the LISTR training instances if no WISTR instances

exist, and finally backs off to TRIPDL’s distribution if no training instances

exist at all.

As with WISTR, the runtime of LISTR’s evaluation phase isO(||TE||),

where ||TE|| is the number of toponyms in the evaluation corpus once the

classifiers have already been trained. The runtime of the training phase is

O(||TTR|| · maxamb(TTR)), where ||TTR|| is the number of toponyms in the

training corpus and maxamb(TTR) is the maximum ambiguity of any toponym

in the training corpus.

TRAWL I bring TRIPDL, WISTR, and standard toponym resolution

cues about administrative levels together with TRAWL (Toponym Resolu-
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tion via Administrative levels and Wikipedia Locations). The general form of

a probabilistic resolver that utilizes such information to select a location l̂ for

a toponym t in document d may be defined as

l̂ = arg maxl P (l, al|t, d).

where al is the administrative level (country, state, city) for l in the gazetteer.

This captures the fact that countries (like Sudan) tend to be referred to more

often than small cities (like Sudan, Texas). The above term is simplified as

follows:

P (l, al|t, d) = P (al|t, d)P (l|al, t, d)

≈ P (al|t)P (l|t, d)

where I approximate the administrative level prediction as independent of the

document, and the location as independent of administrative level. The latter

term is then expressed as a linear combination of the local context (WISTR)

and the document context (TRIPDL):

P (l|t, d) = λtP (l|t, ct) + (1−λt)PDL(l|t, d).

λt, the weight of the local context distribution, is set according to the confi-

dence that a prediction based on local context is correct:

λt = f(t)
f(t)+C

,
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where f(t) is the fraction of training instances of toponym t of all instances

extracted from GeoWiki. C is set experimentally; C=.0001 was the optimal

value for TRC-dev. Intuitively, the larger C is, the greater f(t) must be for

the local context to be trusted over the document context.

I define P (a|t), the administrative level component, to be the fraction

of representative points for a location l̂ out of the number of representative

points for all candidate locations l ∈ t,

||Rl̂||∑
l′∈t ||Rl′ ||

where ||Rl|| is the number of representative points of l. This boosts states and

countries since higher probability is assigned to locations with more points

(and cities have just one point).

Taken together, the above definitions yield the TRAWL resolver, which

selects the optimal candidate location l̂ according to

l̂ = arg maxl P (al|t)(λtP (l|t, ct) + (1−λt)PDL(l|t, d)).

Figure 3.6 gives a diagram of the components of the TRAWL resolver,

the most complex resolver presented thus far. When a corpus with toponyms

already identified is used, the need for the named entity recognizer component

is eliminated.

The runtime of the evaluation phase of the TRAWL resolver is O(||T ||·

maxamb(T )), where ||T || is the number of toponyms in the corpus andmaxamb(T )
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Figure 3.6: Components of the TRAWL resolver.

is the maximum ambiguity of any toponym, since it uses a classifier as in

WISTR for each toponym and a similarity metric between each candidate

location and the language model associated with its surrounding grid cell,

assuming these language models have been trained ahead of time. The worst-

case running time of the training phase is O(||TTR|| · maxamb(TTR)), where

||TTR|| is the number of toponyms in the training corpus and maxamb(TTR)

is the maximum ambiguity of any toponym in the training corpus.

3.2 Combining Resolvers

SPIDER begins with uniform weights for each candidate location of

each toponym. WISTR and TRAWL both output distributions over these

locations based on outside knowledge sources, and can be used as more in-
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formed initializations of SPIDER than the uniform ones. I call these combi-

nations WISTR+SPIDER and TRAWL+SPIDER. I scale each toponym’s

distribution as output by WISTR or TRAWL by the number of candidate lo-

cations for that toponym, since the total weight for each toponym in SPIDER

is the number of candidate locations, not 1.

3.3 Backoff

WISTR fails to predict when encountering a toponym it has not seen

in the training data, and TRIPDL fails when a toponym only has locations in

cells with no probability mass. TRAWL fails when both of these are true. In

these cases, I select the candidate location geographically closest to the most

likely cell according to TRIPDL’s P (c|d) distribution.

3.4 Document Size

For resolvers whose runtime is dependent on the size of documents in

a greater-than-linear way, such as MinDist and SPIDER, and for resolvers

which take into account the surrounding document when determining how to

resolve a toponym, such as TRIPDL and TRAWL, it can often be beneficial

to divide documents into smaller subdocuments.

MinDist and SPIDER both have a runtime proportional to the square

of the number of toponyms per document and are thereby intractable for large

documents such as the books found in CWar. Therefore, I divide each such
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document into smaller subdocuments of at most twenty sentences. The pre-

dictions of these resolvers also depend on which toponyms are included within

a document, so their results typically change when document size is altered.

How large each document should be is a question that must be empirically

answered based on both tractability and accuracy concerns.

Both TRIPDL and TRAWL (and WISTR, when using TRIPDL as

a backoff), take into account the predicted location of each document when

predicting locations for toponyms within that document. Thus, the results of

these resolvers also depend on how documents are cut up (if at all). Just as

with MinDist and SPIDER, keeping large documents such as entire books

whole is likely suboptimal, but in this case large documents are only likely to

degrade performance, not runtime. These resolvers are linear in the number

of toponyms per document, so the size of documents does not affect runtime

in a meaningful way.
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London 30037 Poland 4213
United States 19539 Boston 3953
Australia 17018 Richmond 3791
Canada 9130 Dublin 3658
New York 8370 Moscow 3569
Washington 7935 Victoria 3567
Paris 7332 Florida 3493
Scotland 7255 Ireland 3405
England 7155 Berlin 3397
Toronto 7017 Pittsburgh 3338
Manchester 6653 Virginia 3177
Hong Kong 6396 India 3164
Chicago 6261 Norway 3136
Sydney 6105 France 3112
Tokyo 5545 Ottowa 3037
New Zealand 5265 United Kingdom 3015
Singapore 5034 Rome 2998
Melbourne 4877 Seattle 2900
Philadelphia 4875 Montreal 2899
San Francisco 4576 Los Angeles 2804
Jerusalem 4572 Japan 2754
Birmingham 4365 Pennsylvania 2748
New Jersey 4316 Miami 2625
Cambridge 4288 Calgary 2562
Portland 4213 San Diego 2490

Table 3.1: The 50 toponyms with the most training instances extracted from
GeoWiki by WISTR.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

Some of the material in this chapter also appears in Speriosu and

Baldridge (2013).

A consistent set of evaluation metrics is essential for the fair and quan-

titative comparison of different methods in a task such as toponym resolution.

Leidner (2008) uses precision and recall, two metrics commonly used in

many natural language processing and information retrieval tasks, to evaluate

toponym resolvers. One advantage of such an evaluation scheme versus just

a single number such as accuracy or average error distance is that it captures

both how many toponyms were resolved correctly of those that were attempted

to be resolved as well as how many toponyms received no resolution or were

not even identified by the named entity recognizer.

A major disadvantage of using precision and recall is that some decision

must be made between what is a correct resolution and what is an incorrect

resolution. Clearly, if the distance between a toponym’s true location and

the location a resolver assigns it is zero, this is a match. The use of different

gazetteers in the annotated corpus and by the resolver itself can result in

small discrepancies in the coordinates of locations that are really the same
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location. If this distance is only tenth of a kilometer, one can likely still call

the resolver’s prediction a match. At greater distances, whether a match has

been made becomes less clear. At some point a cutoff must be defined, where

distances greater than the cutoff constitute incorrect predictions.

For example, the nation of Israel is represented by the point (31.76213,

34.79446) in GeoNames, (31.5, 34.75) in TR-CoNLL, and (31.783333,

35.216667) in GeoWiki. While appearing to be very near each other, these

points form a triangle whose sides are of lengths 29.45 km, 54.26 km, and

39.98 km. Clearly, deciding on a cutoff distance under which two coordinates

are considered the same location is impossible.1

An evaluation metric that avoids this problem involves measuring the

distance between the correct and predicted location for each toponym and

computing various statistics on this set of distances, such as the median and

mean over all error distances as computed by e.g. Eisenstein et al. (2010, 2011),

Wing and Baldridge (2011), and Roller et al. (2012). A resolver that attains

a low mean but not particularly low median assigns few toponyms correct

locations but makes few egregious errors. A resolver with a low median but

high mean gets most toponyms reasonably correct but makes some errors with

very large distances. In this thesis, I use both mean and median error as

evaluation metrics.

1The fact that Israel is a country of over 22,000 square kilometers rather than a single
point complicates matters further, but the use of multiple representative points and the
distance metric defined in §2.1 largely assuage this.
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I also compute a “best match” accuracy, where I measure the fraction

of toponyms whose predicted location is as close as possible to the correct

location, given the choices in the gazetteer. This accuracy measure avoids the

problems of both gazetteer mismatch and choosing a cutoff threshold.

In addition to this accuracy metric, I also use the fraction of toponyms

resolved to within 161 kilometers (about 100 miles) of correct, in order to

give an idea of how many of the toponyms are within a large metropolitan

area of correct. This allows for some comparability to work such as that of

Cheng et al. (2010) and Roller et al. (2012) (though their task is document

geolocation), who use the same metric.

Some toponym resolution methods may not be able to make a pre-

diction for every toponym. For example, there may be insufficient training

material for the WISTR resolver to choose a location for each toponym. In

these cases, I have chosen to back off to a resolver with greater coverage (e.g.

TRIPDL) so that all comparisons for a given dataset are on exactly the same

set of toponyms. This eliminates the need for using precision and recall men-

tioned above. Using a named entity recognizer can also result in false positives

and false negatives (which can be measured with precision and recall), but I

am primarily giving results using gold toponym identifications since the main

task of this work is toponym resolution rather than named entity recognition.

I also give results on TR-CoNLL using a named entity recognizer in order

to provide an idea of the performance of the system if it is given nothing but

raw text.
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4.1 Results

For convenience, Table 4.1 lists the names of all resolvers discussed so

far along with brief descriptions of each.

Table 4.2 gives results of various resolvers on TRC-dev. Mean error

in kilometers, median error in kilometers, accuracy (best match), accuracy

(percent within 161 km of correct), precision, recall, and F-score are the per-

formance measures shown. The first four measures reflect performance when

gold toponyms are used, while the last three reflect performance when NER is

used. Table 4.3 shows the same for CWar-dev, with the exception that pre-

cision, recall, and F-score are omitted due to the absence of annotated states

and countries in that corpus.

While the baselines Random and Population are given for compar-

ison, I consider neither to be a true toponym resolver. Population ignores

the problem of toponym ambiguity altogether, effectively only knowing about

one location for each toponym. Random represents minimum performance:

its accuracy should be taken as the minimum accuracy for any approach using

a gazetteer (rather than 0%) and its error values the maximum error (rather

than infinity or half the circumference of the earth, which is about 20,000 km).

For both datasets, MinDist achieves errors and accuracies much bet-

ter than Random, validating the intuition behind the minimum distance re-

solvers that authors tend to discuss places near each other more often than

not. SPIDER accounts for another jump in performance, validating the idea
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that some locations are more prominent in a given corpus despite being farther

away from other locations mentioned in the same document than they could

be.

The question of which resolver performs best overall depends on the

corpus and on the performance metric. Population achieves the lowest mean

error on TRC-dev, but TRAWL+SPIDER is only two kilometers behind.

All of the resolvers involving WISTR or TRAWL achieve higher accuracy on

TRC-dev than Population, though Population is barely in the lead in

terms of accuracy within 161 km. WISTR (whether using LISTR as a backoff

or not) achieves the highest performance when toponyms identified with NER

are used, besting the Population baseline by about 2% in both precision

and recall. It is clear that while Population does well in the average case

on this dataset, similar or better levels of performance can be achieved in the

absence of population data.

The performance of resolvers patterns differently on the CWar-dev

corpus, as shown in Table 4.3. All of the resolvers with SPIDER as a com-

ponent achieve very low mean errors. Even MinDist used alone (an essen-

tially unsupervised approach) performs better in terms of both mean error

and accuracy than Population. The overall geographic scope of CWar,

a collection of documents about the American Civil War, is much smaller

than that of TR-CoNLL, a collection of newspaper articles referring to in-

ternational events. This makes the task of toponym resolution easier overall,

particularly when measured in error distances, and especially for resolvers that
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primarily seek tightly clustered sets of locations as solutions like MinDist and

SPIDER. However, SPIDER clearly benefits from initialization with the out-

put of WISTR and TRAWL. The WISTR+SPIDER approach achieves a

best match accuracy of 87.2%, beating Population’s accuracy by almost

30%. The CWar dataset stands as a clear case of where simple baselines like

Population are poor resolvers. The modern population data provided by

the Population resolver is largely inappropriate for the 19th century corpus.

Where a corpus is situated in space and time is a crucial consideration when

constructing a toponym resolver or choosing which one to apply.

Initializing SPIDER with TRAWL’s output yields a mean error of

only 94 km on CWar-dev. In general, TRAWL often achieves a lower mean

error than WISTR alone even when its accuracy is not as strong. This is

caused by its preference for multipoint locations over single-point locations,

all else held equal. Multipoint locations, simply as a result of their larger

size, are more likely to be closer to any given point than single point locations.

Thus, TRAWL tends to yield low mean errors even when a greater percentage

of its predictions are not the best match compared to WISTR.

The LISTR resolver performs relatively poorly on both corpora. Mix-

ing its training instances with those of WISTR in either a mix or a backoff

does not hurt performance much, though it does not tend to help either. Tak-

ing a closer look at the kind of training material extracted by each can help

in the understanding of this phenomenon.
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4.2 WISTR and LISTR features

In order to better understand WISTR’s strong performance and LISTR’s

poor performance, it is useful to examine some of the most common unigram

features extracted from GeoWiki by these methods. Table 4.4 shows the

top 10 most frequent words, in order starting with the most common, found

in the local context of the top 5 most commonly extracted locations named

Springfield. Stop words are omitted. The second column indicates how many

instances of the given Springfield were extracted.

It is easy to see that each of these five corresponds to a city named

Springfield in the American states of Massachusetts, Missouri, Illinois, Ohio,

and Oregon, since the surrounding state name is always either the first or

second most commonly co-occurring word. These five Springfields are the exact

five most populous Springfields worldwide. Many of the common features such

as city are not good disambiguators between cities named Springfield, though

they are likely to help disambiguate between cities named Springfield and non-

city locations with the same name. Other words like river, college, and medical

are likely to be good disambiguators between Springfields strongly associated

with such concepts and those that are not. Finally, while the most commonly

extracted Springfield accounts for almost half of all 1627 instances extracted

for 10 different Springfields, the second and third most common Springfield

occur almost equally often, as do the fourth and fifth. Such a distribution

allows contextual evidence to sway the WISTR resolver rather than it almost

always predicting the most likely Springfield a priori.
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Table 4.5 presents the data for the top 5 Springfields extracted by

LISTR. In contrast with Table 4.4, many Springfields with much smaller

populations appear. For example, Springfield, Scotland has fewer than 1000

people, while Springfield, Oregon, the least populous city from Table 4.4, has

a population of about 60,000. The distribution over Springfields is also much

less uniform, with Springfield, Illinois accounting for about 84% of all instances

extracted by LISTR. Springfield, Massachusetts, the most populous Spring-

field in the world and most commonly extracted Springfield by WISTR, does

not even appear. Odd distributions such as this are common in the training

material extracted by LISTR, and largely explain its poor performance.

The reasons for LISTR’s frequent inability to extract quality training

material involve the behavior of Wikipedia authors and editors. If an author

recognizes that the string Springfield in some article’s text is referring to a

place, she might add it as a hyperlink to the Wikipedia article by that name,

which is at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Springfield. However, this is

actually a disambiguation page, with links to many places, people, and other

entities named Springfield. The page itself does not contain a geotag, as it

does not correspond to any particular location. Thus, this link is not gathered

by LISTR.

In order for a link to be picked up by LISTR, one of two things must oc-

cur: either the toponym must refer unambiguously (or nearly unambiguously)

to a single location, or the destination of the link must be explicitly set to a

particular location by that name, such as http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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Springfield,_Illinois. While there are Wikipedia guidelines regarding the

correct way to format articles, including the formation of links, these guide-

lines change over time, some authors may be unaware of them or forget to use

them, and a lack of sufficient time and effort maintaining Wikipedia content

causes general inconsistency and incompleteness. Thus, while the manually

constructed and maintained link structure of Wikipedia can be useful in sup-

plementing toponym resolution training material (as seen by the performance

of the WISTR+LISTR approaches), using it as the only source of training

material yields poor results.

4.3 Visualization

Motivation

Visualization is a powerful tool for the exploration of many kinds of

data, and data with geographic connections can be displayed visually in an

extremely natural way. Once the explicit references to locations in a corpus

have been automatically resolved, an effective visualization can show not only

the geographic trends of that corpus but also allow the user to quickly refer

back to the portions of the text relevant to a location or region for further

analysis. As Hill (2006) states, “the ability to visualize the placement of

items retrieved from a collection as they are distributed across a geographic

landscape instantly conveys information about their relevance to the region of

interest that is hidden otherwise.” When a corpus contains errors of toponym

resolution, visualization can serve as an aid in error analysis.
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Google Earth

Static visualization Google Earth is a program used for viewing the earth

at various levels of granularity including many annotations with geographic

relevance.2 Developers can generate files in the Keyhole Markup Language

(KML) format, which can be loaded by Google Earth and used to display

additional annotations and/or graphics.

One visualization I created relevant to toponym resolution that can

be encoded into a KML file plots points for each location resolved to, with

bars drawn above each such location whose height is proportional to the log

of the number of times that location is referred to in a corpus (according to

gold labels or a resolver’s predictions). Pins are also displayed on the map

which, upon being clicked, give the toponym mention and some surrounding

context from the corpus (similar to the TextGIS visualization from Leidner

(2008)). Figure 4.1 shows a screenshot of such a KML file loaded in Google

Earth, zoomed in on the western areas of the United States and Mexico, and

showing a mention of San Francisco, California from John Beadle’s 1880 book

Western Wilds, and the Men who Redeem Them. A similar visualization is

used in Speriosu et al. (2010) to display region-topic models.

Dynamic visualization The style of visualization from above gives a broad,

static overview of the corpus at hand. Other, more dynamic visualizations that

2http://www.google.com/earth/index.html
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Figure 4.1: Example visualization in KML, showing predicted locations men-
tioned in John Beadle’s 1880 book Western Wilds, and the Men who Redeem
Them. The height of each three-dimensional bar is proportional to the log of
the number of times that location is predicted. The user can click on pins that
pop up dialog boxes containing the context of each toponym.
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can convey the flow of location mentions in text are possible. When a user

clicks a play button, Google Earth will jump from one location (or group of

locations) to the next, giving a geographic tour of the text. A tour that shows

the user which locations are mentioned as time passes, as opposed to as the

text itself passes, requires a simultaneous spatial and temporal grounding and

is beyond the scope of this thesis. Torget et al. (2012) present visualizations

that allow the user to scan across both space and real time, but their corpus

of dated newspaper articles from only Texas eliminates the need for both

toponym resolution and temporal grounding.

The dynamic visualization shown in Figure 4.2 was created for the 1892

book Abraham Lincoln: The True Story of a Great Life from the CWar corpus

using the WISTR resolver. The visualization moves through the toponyms

in the book in the order they appear. This can give the user a sense of

which regions are more or less prominent in different parts of the book. When

clicked, the pin associated with a location gives an excerpt containing the

corresponding toponym, allowing the user to investigate further e.g. when an

unexpected location arises. The user can choose how many toponyms to show

at one time. For the purposes of demonstration in a static medium, Figure 4.2

shows all predicted locations for the first third (above) and last third (below)

of the book. There is a clear trend moving from a discussion of locations

throughout the eastern United States early in the book towards a discussion

more concentrated only in the northeast towards the end of the book. Though

there may be individual errors in toponym resolution, such a trend is unlikely
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Figure 4.2: Example dynamic visualization in KML, showing a concentration
of predicted locations in the northern United States towards the end of an 1892
book about Abraham Lincoln. The above picture covers locations mentioned
in the first third of the book, while the bottom picture covers the last third.
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to arise by chance, and the user can get a sense of the shift in geographic focus

in the book. Finer grained trends are visible in the interactive version.

Processing and Unfolding

Tufte (2001) examines the characteristics that make a graphical display

of quantitative information an effective tool. These include showing a large

amount of data (more than can be expressed adequately in a table), a mini-

mization of “ink” used for purposes other than showing the data itself, and an

honest representation of the data that effectively conveys what is being shown

while leaving the task of how to interpret the data up to the viewer. In some

ways, the above visualizations created in Google Earth fail to meet some of

these goals. There is a large amount of extra “ink” in Google Earth as it is

designed to be a very general purpose geographic visualization tool with large

amounts of data that might get in the way of a careful examination of a par-

ticular corpus, such as links to Wikipedia articles and geotagged images.3 The

three-dimensional bars in the static visualization (and the three-dimensional

nature of Google Earth altogether) would likely be considered “chart junk”

by Tufte, or fancy graphical features that hinder rather than aid in the com-

prehension of the data. The visualization I present in this section strives for

simplicity, minimizing the amount of graphics needed to effectively convey

3In some cases, such information might be valuable towards a complete understanding
of a corpus, but it should not be assumed ahead of time that overlaying vast quantities of
many different kinds of data at once is the best default for the geographic viewing of one
particular collection of data.
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geographic information automatically extracted from corpora.

Processing is a Java library that can be used to create complex graph-

ics with relatively little code.4 The Unfolding library extends Processing with

many functions used for downloading, drawing, and performing common op-

erations on geographic maps.5

Figure 4.3 shows a visualization created with Processing and Unfolding

that serves a similar purpose to that of Figure 4.1. Rather than draw bars

with height, a simple number is placed on each circle representing mentions

of a location. When the user clicks on such a circle, the text area to the right

gives various information regarding those location mentions: the toponym

(type) itself, each toponym token with surrounding context, and a document

ID for each such context. Each checkbox on the left is associated with a

document in the corpus being visualized, and the user can select any subset of

the documents to view (including all or none with the convenience buttons in

the upper left). The corpus shown is TRC-dev resolved with the TRAWL

resolver.

Figure 4.4 shows the Processing visualization of CWar-dev resolved

with TRAWL running on a display made up of six high resolution (1080p)

screens at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Displays such as this and

even larger allow vast amounts of data to be displayed simultaneously with a

reduction in clutter and overlap as compared to viewing on a single screen, and

4http://processing.org
5http://unfoldingmaps.org
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Figure 4.3: Example visualization created with Processing and Unfolding.
The user can select all, none, or any subset of the loaded corpus using the
checkboxes on the left of the interface. Each circle on the map represents a
predicted location, and the number shown in each is the number of times that
location is predicted in the active selection of the corpus. Upon clicking a
circle, a list of contexts appears on the right, including document names for
straightforward reference back to the written corpus.
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Figure 4.4: The Processing visualization of the CWar-dev corpus resolved
with TRAWL running on a display of six high resolution screens at the Texas
Advanced Computing Center.

suggest the usefulness of geographic visualizations of corpora whose toponyms

have been resolved by an automated system in the exploration of amounts of

data greater than can be easily digested without such tools (here about 58

million words).

Figure 4.5 shows a variant of the Processing visualization where the

circles representing each predicted location have a radius proportional to the

log of the number of times that location is predicted in the corpus displayed. In
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Figure 4.5: A variant of the Processing visualization where more frequently
predicted locations are indicated by larger circles.

this case, WISTR’s predictions on TRC-dev over Asia are shown. Locations

common in this international news corpus such as China, Beijing, Japan, India,

and Pakistan are seen as relatively large circles. This adds some information

to the visualization without the excessive “chart junk” of the Google Earth

3D bars visualization.

4.4 Error Analysis

As discussed above, the visualizations I present are useful for data

exploration when given correctly resolved toponyms and for error analysis

when given incorrectly resolved toponyms. This section gives some examples
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of where visualizations can help identify predicted locations that are clearly

incorrect as well as cases where different resolvers disagree in their predictions

that warrant further investigation of particular parts of the text.

Figure 4.6 shows a type of error the MinDist and SPIDER resolvers

typically make, that of resolving a toponym like Japan nearer to other can-

didate locations in a document than its correct location, where local context

and prior world knowledge overwhelmingly indicate it should be. SPIDER

has placed fully 28 instances of Japan from the TRC-dev corpus in Penn-

sylvania, where a small village by that name exists. Many of the instances

are from sports articles, where results of matches between athletes represent-

ing various countries, many of them in Europe but a few in Asia and the

Americas, are reported. Without any information other than a mapping from

toponyms to locations from the gazetteer, SPIDER chooses the small Ameri-

can village because it is closer geographically than the Asian nation to Europe.

TRAWL does not make this error, as it is able to take into account the prior

probability of each Japan given the GeoWiki training data, the number of

representative points of each Japan (one versus many), and at least in theory,

contextual clues such as Japanese names if it has seen them near Japan in the

training corpus.

Figure 4.7 shows quite clearly why SPIDER achieves a lower mean

error on the CWar-dev corpus than TRAWL, which has a better accu-

racy. The CWar corpus primarily deals with the eastern coast of the United

States, so nearly all of the toponyms contained in it have at least one can-
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Figure 4.6: Example showing SPIDER’s placement of Japan in Pennsylva-
nia 28 times (above) in the TRC-dev corpus due to its frequent mentioning
alongside European countries in sports articles, most of which are closer to
North America than the easternmost parts of Asia, where TRAWL correctly
places Japan (below).
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didate location in that region. Even for toponyms like England that likely

refer to Old World locations, locations in the Americas are often named after

such places. As Crane (2004) puts it, “Americans used the same placenames

over and over again.” The minimum distance algorithms take the opportu-

nity to assume that almost every mentioned location must be in the eastern

US, resulting in the dense clump of predicted locations there with almost no

predicted locations anywhere else. Thus, any error SPIDER makes is un-

likely to be more than the size of this clump at its widest, resulting in a low

mean error. However, SPIDER is not very discriminative when it comes to

choosing a particular York or Philadelphia or Springfield in this area, rely-

ing on the distribution of candidate locations of other toponyms near these

toponyms in documents rather than any prior knowledge or contextual clues.

On the other hand, TRAWL does take advantage of such information and

correctly predicts locations on a fine-grained level more often than SPIDER.

As a tradeoff, TRAWL occasionally makes wildly incorrect predictions due

to idiosyncrasies and gaps in its training data, e.g. it erroneously places a few

tokens of Philadelphia and Sacramento in the CWar-dev corpus in South

America. Errors like these increase the mean error distance much more than

errors within the United States.

Figure 4.8 demonstrates a disagreement between SPIDER and TRAWL

on where to place some tokens of Washington in the TRC-dev corpus, with

SPIDER tending to disambiguate more to Washington state than TRAWL,

which more often resolves to Washington, D.C. Such a difference might prompt
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Figure 4.7: Example demonstrating the tendency of SPIDER to clump all
predicted locations in the same region (above), in this case for the CWar-dev
corpus. The version resolved with TRAWL (below) has a much more uniform
distribution over the globe, despite the corpus’ inherent focus in the eastern
United States.
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one to go back to the source and decide which is correct. However, for at least

a few of the mentions of Washington, no decisive correct answer is obvious

even given the entire document:

Nicaraguan President to go to U.S. for Medical Care
MANAGUA, Nicaragua 1996-08-23
Nicaraguan president Violeta Chamorro was due to fly to the United
States on Saturday for a medical check-up to determine if surgery was
needed on the lower part of her spinal column, the government said on
Friday.
Chamorro has complained of lower back pain since her trip to Taiwan in
May, when the pain forced her to go to Taipei University Hospital for an
examination.
Chamorro, 66, suffers from osteoporosis, a disease that weakens the bones,
and has repeatedly flown to Washington for treatment by her longtime
doctor, Sam Wilson.

The TRC-dev annotation for this token of Washington is Washington, D.C.

Given the international nature of the article, this choice of a national capi-

tal makes perhaps more sense than the U.S. state. World knowledge might

indicate that referring to a flight to a state is less likely than the more spe-

cific reference to a city. Investigating the source of the article might further

shift one’s guess towards one Washington or another, e.g. if it is printed in

the Washington Post, a newspaper from the capital. However, none of these

potential clues is particularly well modeled by either SPIDER or TRAWL,

or most other resolvers in the literature. As with many problems in natural

language processing, there are some cases that seem to require a combined
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understanding of language and world knowledge that not even every human

possesses.

Table 4.6 shows the ten toponyms that caused the greatest total error

distances from TRC-dev with gold toponyms when resolved by TRAWL.

Washington, the toponym contributing the most total error, is a typical exam-

ple of a toponym that is difficult to resolve, as there are two very prominent

locations within the United States with the name. Choosing one when the

other is correct results in an error of over 4000 km. This occurs, for example,

when TRAWL chooses Washington state in the phrase Israel’s ambassador to

Washington, where more knowledge about the status of Washington, D.C.

as the political center of the United States (e.g. in the form of more or better

contextual training instances) could overturn the administrative level compo-

nent’s preference for states.

An instance of California in a baseball-related news article is incorrectly

predicted to be the town California, Pennsylvania. The context is: ...New York

starter Jimmy Key left the game in the first inning after Seattle shortstop Alex

Rodriguez lined a shot off his left elbow. The Yankees have lost 12 of their

last 19 games and their lead in the AL East over Baltimore fell to five games.

At California, Tim Wakefield pitched a six-hitter for his third complete game

of the season and Mo Vaughn and Troy O’Leary hit solo home runs in the

second inning as the surging Boston Red Sox won their third straight 4-1 over

the California Angels. Boston has won seven of eight and is 20-6... The

presence of many east coast cues—both toponym and otherwise—makes it
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Figure 4.8: Example showing a disagreement between SPIDER (above) and
TRAWL (below) as to the placement of some tokens of Washington in
TRC-dev. In some cases, such as the topmost excerpt, the full document
context is not enough for even a human to make a decisive judgment.
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unsurprising that the resolver would predict California, Pennsylvania despite

the administrative level component’s heavier weighting of the state.

The average errors for the toponyms Australia and Russia are fairly

small and stem from differences in how countries are represented across differ-

ent gazetteers, not true incorrect predictions.

Table 4.7 shows the toponyms with the greatest errors from CWar-dev

with gold toponyms when resolved by WISTR+SPIDER. Rome is some-

times predicted as cities in Italy and other parts of Europe rather than Rome,

Georgia, though it correctly selects the city in Georgia more often than not

due to SPIDER’s preference for tightly clumped sets of locations. Mexico,

however, frequently gets incorrectly selected as a city in Maryland near many

other locations in the corpus when TRAWL’s administrative level component

is not present. Many other of the toponyms contributing to the total error

such as Jackson and Lexington are simply the result of many American towns

sharing the same names and a lack of clear disambiguating context.

4.5 The Need for a More Flexible Approach

WISTR presents a strong way to resolve toponyms given only their

immediate textual context. It does not consider more than one toponym token

at a time, and it has no mechanism for preventing the prediction of locations

very far from each other in a single corpus or document. WISTR also is likely

to choose the most prominent candidate for a given toponym (e.g. the United

States capital city for Washington), as that is usually the candidate most often
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mentioned in Wikipedia. Though evidence from local context can change this

prediction, WISTR leans toward the most prominent candidate in ambiguous

cases. Thus, WISTR excels at the TR-CoNLL corpus of international news,

where the most commonly discussed locations are very prominent ones that

may be very far apart geographically.

SPIDER behaves in almost precisely the opposite way: it completely

ignores textual context, and its predictions depend very much on the set of

candidate locations in a document. It seeks to squish the set of predicted

locations into a small geographic space. Thus, it does relatively poorly on

TR-CoNLL and very well on CWar, which mostly spans a small geographic

area and may refer to locations that are not currently prominent or never were.

An ideal toponym resolution system would be flexible enough to per-

form well on either of these extremes. Initializing SPIDER with the distri-

butions output by WISTR or TRAWL is a step in this direction and proves

fruitful in some cases investigated so far, but is more like the successive ap-

plication of two extreme approaches than a truly flexible approach. The next

chapter will explore such an approach, framing toponym resolution as the trav-

eling purchaser problem. This approach makes the two factors of individual

token accuracy and collective geographic span explicit, without a priori em-

phasizing one over the other for a given corpus or even document. I explore

two main ways of solving this transformation of the toponym resolution prob-

lem, one of which is a genetic algorithm that allows its solutions to evolve over

time, adapting to the properties of a particular text or set of texts.
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Name Description
Oracle Makes the best possible prediction given the

system gazetteer
Random Selects a candidate location uniformly at random
Population Selects the candidate with the greatest population
MinDist Jointly resolves toponyms in a document based

strictly on spatial minimality
SPIDER10 Performs MinDist for 10 iterations, reweighting

locations based on frequency of selection
TRIPDL Selects the candidate that is maximally likely

given the predicted document location
WISTR Selects the candidate that is maximally likely

given its local context, using training data based
on Wikipedia article geotags

WISTR+SPIDER10 Initializes SPIDER10 with WISTR’s output
rather than uniformly

TRAWL Selects the candidate that is maximally likely
given its administrative level, local context, and
the predicted document location

TRAWL+SPIDER10 Initializes SPIDER10 with TRAWL’s output
rather than uniformly

LISTR Selects the candidate that is maximally likely
given its local context, using training data based
on Wikipedia links

WISTR+LISTR Selects the candidate that is maximally likely
given its local context, using training data based
on both Wikipedia article geotags and links

WISTR+LISTRBack. Selects the candidate that is maximally likely
given its local context, using training data based
on Wikipedia article geotags as well as links
when the geotag approach found no instances of
a toponym

Table 4.1: Names and descriptions of resolvers discussed so far.
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Resolver Mean Med. A A161 P R F
Oracle 58 28.1 100.0 94.5 85.1 64.2 73.2
Random 3827 1536.5 34.9 39.2 25.5 19.2 21.9
Population 153 30.7 83.0 91.3 74.1 55.9 63.7
MinDist 1750 40.5 62.6 70.3 49.7 37.5 42.8
SPIDER10 1548 37.5 64.3 73.0 52.4 39.5 45.1
TRIPDL 1351 39.1 62.5 72.7 52.8 39.8 45.4
WISTR 215 30.7 84.2 90.6 76.4 57.6 65.7
WISTR+SPIDER10 237 30.7 84.2 90.4 76.1 57.4 65.4
TRAWL 177 30.7 83.9 91.0 75.7 57.1 65.1
TRAWL+SPIDER10 155 30.7 84.1 91.2 75.5 57.0 65.0
LISTR 2049 59.0 60.0 63.7 51.8 39.1 44.6
WISTR+LISTR 217 30.7 84.3 90.4 76.2 57.4 65.5
WISTR+LISTRBack. 207 30.7 84.2 90.6 76.4 57.6 65.7

Table 4.2: Results on TRC-dev for various resolvers. Mean error in kilo-
meters, median error in kilometers, accuracy, and accuracy within 161 km of
correct are given for experiments with gold toponyms. Precision, recall, and
F-score reflect experiments using NER.
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Resolver Mean Med. A A161

Oracle 0 0.0 100.0 100.0
Random 2283 967.6 13.1 14.6
Population 1833 0.0 59.9 61.1
MinDist 237 0.0 64.9 71.0
SPIDER10 200 0.0 65.7 72.0
TRIPDL 787 0.0 53.6 61.0
WISTR 968 0.0 67.4 70.5
WISTR+SPIDER10 141 0.0 87.2 87.9
TRAWL 918 0.0 69.4 71.4
TRAWL+SPIDER10 94 0.0 82.5 90.0
LISTR 1679 608.6 30.5 32.0
WISTR+LISTR 1030 0.0 50.4 54.3
WISTR+LISTRBack. 969 0.0 67.3 70.4

Table 4.3: Results on CWar-dev. Precision, recall, and F-score are omitted
due to the absence of annotated states and countries in the CWar corpus.

Top 10 most frequent words co-occurring with Springfield N
massachusetts, city, connecticut, river, center, college, 765
neighborhood, street, park, basketball
school, missouri, elementary, university, city, center, 281
catholic, high, middle, state
illinois, city, state, retrieved, 2007, february, lincoln, 267
school, university, high
ohio, school, high, clark, located, clark, city, county, 92
public, schools
oregon, eugene, city, school, high, area, willamette, 75
united, community, medical
...

...
Total for all 10 Springfields found 1627

Table 4.4: Top 10 most frequent words co-occurring with the top 5 most
commonly extracted Springfields from GeoWiki using WISTR.
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Top 10 most frequent words co-occurring with Springfield N
illinois, state, lincoln, united, states, abraham, 1856
city, born, chicago, capital
oregon, eugene, area, school, high, lane, county, 291
united, station, states
essex, st, england, chelmsford, village, village, 27
massachusetts, church, pynchon, great
fife, scotland, stratheden, parish, cochrane, hospital, 18
cupar, church, village, united, minister
south, australia, adelaide, hill, park, mitcham, suburbs, 17
hayward, edward, college, city
...

...
Total for all 7 Springfields found 2215

Table 4.5: Top 10 most frequent words co-occurring with the top 5 most
commonly extracted Springfields from GeoWiki using LISTR.

Toponym N Mean Total
Washington 25 3229 80717
Gaza 12 5936 71234
California 8 5475 43797
Montana 3 11635 34905
WA 3 11221 33662
NZ 2 14068 28136
Australia 88 280 24600
Russia 72 260 18712
OR 2 9242 18484
Sydney 12 1422 17067

Table 4.6: Toponyms with the greatest total error distances in kilometers
from TRC-dev with gold toponyms resolved by TRAWL. N is the number
of instances, and the mean error for each toponym type is also given.
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Toponym N Mean Total
Mexico 1398 2963 4142102
Jackson 2485 1210 3007541
Monterey 353 2392 844221
Haymarket 41 15663 642170
McMinnville 145 3307 479446
Alexandria 1434 314 450863
Eastport 184 2109 388000
Lexington 796 442 351684
Winton 21 15881 333499
Clinton 170 1401 238241

Table 4.7: Toponyms with the greatest total error distances in kilometers from
CWar-dev with gold toponyms resolved by TRAWL+SPIDER. N is the
number of instances, and the mean error for each toponym type is also given.
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Chapter 5

Toponym Resolution as the Traveling

Purchaser Problem

5.1 The Traveling Purchaser Problem

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a classic computational prob-

lem where a traveling salesman must visit a set of cities in such an order that

minimizes the total cost of the trip. The problem is frequently given as finding

the path through a graph such that all nodes are visited and the total cost of

the path is minimized given edge weights. TSP is perhaps the most famous

example of an NP-complete problem, and no algorithm is known for finding

the optimal solution in the general case that runs in polynomial time.

The traveling purchaser problem (TPP) is a generalization of TSP, and

involves a purchaser with a list of goods to purchase, knowledge of different

markets that sell various goods at different prices, and knowledge of travel

costs between any pair of markets. The purchaser must minimize the total

cost of purchasing all necessary goods and traveling among markets. A variety

of problems have been modeled and solved as instances of TPP, including

the scheduling of multiple jobs on a machine (Ong, 1982), the purchasing

of materials for manufacturing (Pearn and Chien, 1998), and the design of
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computer networks (Ravi and Salman, 1999).

Formally, let G = (V,E) be a complete directed graph with markets

V = {vo, ..., vm} and edges E = {(v0, v1), ..., (vm, vm−1)}. Let P = {p1, ..., pn}

be a set of goods. Each good pk ∈ P can be purchased from a set of markets

Vk ⊂ V . Let the travel cost from vi to vj be cij, where (vi, vj) ∈ E. Purchase

costs are defined as ski where pk ∈ P and vi ∈ Vk. A visit to a market vi

always involves the purchase of at least one good pk.
1 A tour is an ordered

path through the markets Vt ∈ V that includes purchases of all pk ∈ P . A

correct solution of TPP minimizes the objective function

fTPP =
∑

vi,vj∈Vt(cij) +
∑

pk∈P,vi∈Vt(ski).

TPP reduces to TSP when each good is available at only one market,

and is thus also NP-complete. There is a large body of research that has

proposed various methods, both exact and approximate, for solving TSP and

TPP (Ramesh, 1981; Golden et al., 1981; Ong, 1982; Voß, 1996; Singh and

van Oudheusden, 1997; Pearn and Chien, 1998; Ravi and Salman, 1999; Boctor

et al., 2003; Laporte et al., 2003; Teeninga and Volgenant, 2004; Riera-Ledesma

and Salazar-González, 2005; Bontoux and Feillet, 2008).

1A fruitless visit to a market should always be avoided assuming a complete graph and
the usual triangle inequality of Euclidean space.
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5.2 Framing the Problem

I provide a way to frame toponym resolution in terms of TPP, with each

document being a separate instance of TPP. If this proves successful, then any

existing or future solutions to TPP immediately become toponym resolvers.

The mapping I use can be summarized as follows:

• A good that must be purchased is a toponym that must be resolved.

• A market selling goods is an area of the earth, here one of the following

two options:

– A uniform grid cell of a specified number of degrees in width (longi-

tude) and height (latitude). Other types of cells, such as the leaves

of a k-d tree (Roller et al., 2012) are also possible.

– A cluster centroid, if one clusters all of the candidate locations for

all of the toponyms in a document. I use agglomerative clustering

with a specified maximum agglomeration distance.

• Each market sells candidate locations of toponyms.

– In the grid formulation, each cell is a market that sells the locations

in that cell.

– In the cluster formulation, each centroid sells the locations con-

tained in its cluster.
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• The act of purchasing a good from a market is the act of choosing a

location to disambiguate a toponym to.

• The cost of traveling from one market to another is based on one of these

two options:

– The physical distance from a market’s center/centroid to another’s,

transformed to fall between 0 and 1.

– A probability of traveling from one market to another based on the

fraction of links from Wikipedia articles for locations in the first

article to those in the second. Other knowledge sources, such as

human travel data (Kalogerakis et al., 2009), are also possible.

• The cost of purchasing a good from a market (selecting a location for a

toponym) may take at least two forms:

– In the absence of any information other than the corpus and a

gazetteer, the cost is simply the distance from the candidate loca-

tion to the center or centroid of the grid cell or the centroid of the

cluster.

– If other knowledge is available in the form of a distribution P (l|t, d)

over candidate locations for a toponym t in document d, a reason-

able value for each candidate’s cost is 1− P (l|t, d). In experiments

presented here, I use the distributions from WISTR.
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Solving this form of TPP reflects the intuition of the MinDist and

SPIDER resolvers that authors tend to refer to locations near each other on

the globe with toponyms near each other in text (in the same document). If a

document mentions both Austin and Texas and there is only one cell or cluster

containing both a city called Austin and a point belonging to a Texas (one

of the representative points of the state of Texas), the solution will tend to

choose both of these, as would MinDist and SPIDER. On the other hand,

if a document mentions both New York City and Paris, while the distance

between New York City and Paris, Texas is less than the distance between

New York City and Paris, France, the cost of purchasing the toponym Paris

from a cell or cluster somewhere in Texas may be much higher than the price

of purchasing it somewhere in France, given enough clues from general and

contextual knowledge. Thus, it will sometimes be worth the trip to travel

further and purchase a toponym at a lower price, reflecting the intuition that

authors may discuss places far away from each other when prior prominence

of locations or sufficient contextual clues warrant this.

There are several major potential advantages to solving toponym res-

olution as TPP versus SPIDER. First, some of the known solutions to

TPP, many of which have been worked on for considerable time by many

researchers, may do a better job of capturing the intuitions behind SPIDER

than SPIDER itself. Solutions to TPP seek to minimize an objective func-

tion, providing for a clear problem statement. Second, the TPP formulation

allows arbitrary amounts of outside knowledge to be included in a modular
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way as costs; here, I explore the use of Wikipedia link structure for travel

costs and the use of WISTR’s output distributions for purchase costs. This

allows a resolver based on TPP to draw advantages both from approaches like

SPIDER that try to push all of the resolutions of toponyms in a document to-

gether jointly (and achieve a low mean error but relatively poor accuracy) and

from approaches like the TRAWL resolver that incorporate several sources of

knowledge to effectively resolve individual toponyms. Finally, the tours output

as solutions to TPP could be used to create a visualization that seeks to visit

the various regions a text refers to in a natural way, rather than necessarily

visit each predicted location in the strict order they appear in the text.

The ordering of markets in a tour output after solving a TPP instance

is not strictly relevant to the resolution of toponyms. Predicted locations

correspond to purchased goods, and the order in which markets are visited

does not affect these predictions once the set of markets visited and the set

of goods purchased at each market are fixed. (Indeed, even the grouping of

locations into markets is no longer strictly relevant once all purchases have been

made.) However, in practice the ordering of markets typically strongly affects

which goods are purchased in the first place. Most approximate algorithms for

solving TPP work iteratively, moving from market to market based on both

travel costs and the change in total purchase cost associated with visiting a

new market. Handling markets one by one in this way greatly simplifies the

complexity of the problem. Thus, while not strictly required by the mapping

between toponym resolution and TPP, computing an order of the markets
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visited is a necessary byproduct of solving TPP instances efficiently.

Market Formulation

An essential component of a TPP instance is the set of markets and each

market’s set of goods for sale. I experiment with both a grid market formula-

tion and a cluster market formulation. In both cases, the set of all candidate

locations in a document is the set of points which must be partitioned into

markets, ideally with no two candidate locations of the same toponym in the

same market.2 In the grid market formulation, the surface of the earth is

simply partitioned into N◦ by N◦ square3 cells, and the candidate locations

falling into each cell are the locations of the market corresponding to that cell.

The grid market formulation requires that the grid size be chosen up front;

it can be tuned according to a performance measure. The center of such a

cell can simply be defined as its geometric center or as the centroid of all the

candidate locations in it; I use the latter definition here.

In the cluster market formulation, the set of candidate locations for

all toponyms in a document are clustered. Simple k-means clustering is one

means of achieving this, but requires that the number of clusters desired be

chosen ahead of time. I choose to use agglomerative clustering instead, where

each point begins as a singleton cluster, and clusters are iteratively merged

2If this situation does occur, e.g. two or more Springfields are sold from the same market,
a sensible solution is to always prefer the Springfield with the cheapest purchase cost.

3Due to the curvature of the earth, the grid cells are not quite square. Near the poles,
they are much taller than they are wide. Methods of partitioning the earth’s surface into
regions of equal area are possible.
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as long as the distance between their centroids is within some threshold. The

set of clusters is final once no two centroids are close enough to agglomerate.

The distance threshold must be specified, and can be tuned according to a

performance measure.

Travel Cost Functions

An instance of TPP must include a travel function that defines the

cost from a source market to a destination market. One way of specifying this

function involves imposing a bivariate Gaussian probability density function

(PDF) on the earth’s surface4 with a mean at the source market’s center or

centroid and a given covariance matrix. In this work, I use a symmetric co-

variance matrix that corresponds with a single standard deviation σt, uniform

across longitude and latitude, for which I experiment with a few values. The

destination market’s center or centroid has a probability density according to

this distribution. I subtract this density from the maximum density hvi of this

distribution, then divide by hvi to yield a value between 0 and 1, to obtain the

Gaussian travel cost function (GTCF):

GTCF(vi, vj) = (hvi − gvi(vjlat , vjlon , σt))/hvi

where vjlat and vjlon are the coordinates of the center of vj and hvi is the value

of gvi at its center (its maximum value):

hvi = gvi(vilat , vilon , σt)

4I assume the earth is flat in order to greatly simplify the mathematics involved.
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gµ(x, y, σ) is the bivariate Gaussian PDF with a mean µ and symmetric stan-

dard deviation σ:

gµ(x, y, σ) = 1
2πσ2 exp

(
−
[
(x−µx)2+(y−µy)2

2σ2

])
Figure 5.1 gives an example of a TPP instance with markets v1...v4,

considering v1 as the source market. The circle around v1 represents the stan-

dard deviation σ. v2 is at a distance of σ/2 (half a standard deviation), v3 is

at a distance of σ, and v4 is at 2σ. The red points represent the centroids of

each market. The GTCF costs to travel from v1 to each of the other markets

are .12, .39, and .86. In this work I set σ to 1610 km (about 1000 mi), which

preliminary experimentation has shown to yield reasonable results versus other

values for the corpora I use. The setting of this parameter (including more

nuanced formulations that do not use just a single standard deviation for all

distance measurements), is one of many nontrivial issues involved in setting

up TPP instances. In general, a smaller value for σ can be used for corpora

with relatively small areas of geographic coverage and a larger value for those

with greater geographic coverage, if this is known ahead of time and the use

case supports the changing of a parameter on a per-corpus basis. However,

the resolver introduced in §5.3 based on ant colony optimization provides flex-

ibility as to the importance of travel costs for each document, lessening the

need to tune σ.

It is possible to use external knowledge sources to define a travel cost

function. I define the link travel cost function (LTCF) in the following
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Figure 5.1: Gaussian travel cost function (GTCF) example. The costs to travel
from market v1 to markets at σ/2, σ, and 2σ away are given.
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way. The set of hyperlinks from Wikipedia articles with geographical coordi-

nates to other such geotagged Wikipedia articles form a directed graph. In a

document whose toponyms one wishes to resolve, many of the candidate loca-

tions of toponyms are likely to have corresponding Wikipedia articles. Given

a TPP instance for such a document, the probability PLTCF (vi, vj) of traveling

from market vi to market vj is defined as the number of links from articles

whose locations are contained in the source market that point to articles whose

locations are in the destination market divided the total number of outgoing

links from locations in the source market:

PLTCF (vi, vj) =
L(vi,vj)∑

vx∈V L(vi,vx)

where L(vi, vj) is the number of links from articles in vi to articles in vj.

For example, given 10◦ by 10◦ grid cell markets and the GeoWiki corpus,

the probability of traveling from the market containing London, England to

the market containing New York City is about 1%, while the probability of

traveling from the market containing Los Angeles, California to the market

containing the small town Laramie, Wyoming is only 0.0005%. To change each

probability of traveling from one market to another into a cost, I subtract it

from 1:

LTCF(vi, vj) = 1− PLTCF (vi, vj)
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Purchase Cost Functions

The final key component of a TPP instance is the cost function that

returns the price of a given location lj at a given market vi. I define a simple

distance-based purchase cost function called the Gaussian purchase cost

function (GPCF) in much the same vein as the Gaussian travel cost function.

For each market, I apply a bivariate Gaussian PDF with a mean at the market’s

center or centroid and a symmetric covariance matrix such that the standard

deviation σp is a given value, typically much less than the standard deviation σt

of the Gaussian travel cost function; I use 161 km. Every candidate location in

that market will have a probability density in this distribution, and subtracting

this density from 1 yields GPCF:5

GPCF(vi, lj) = 1− gvi(ljlat , ljlon , σp)

This purchase cost function should not be applied when the grid market

formulation is used and the center of a market is defined simply as its geometric

center, as there is no particular significance to being a location close to the

center of a cell with arbitrarily placed boundaries. However, when clustering

is used, either in the defining of a grid cell market’s (non-geometric) “center”

or in the cluster market formulation itself, proximity to a centroid is evidence

of being near an area of dense population.

5Using hvi to fix the output of GPCF between 0 and 1, as in GTCF was attempted
but adversely affected results.
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Any probability distribution over the candidate locations of a toponym

token (or type, if the distribution is context insensitive) can be used to define a

purchase cost function. In this work, I focus on the distributions output by the

WISTR resolver, which compare each toponym token’s local context to the

contexts of (noisily) labeled training instances by way of a maximum entropy

classifier. Again, computing 1 minus a candidate location’s score according to

the WISTR classifier yields the WISTR purchase cost function (WPCF):

WPCF(vi, lj) = 1− Pw(lj|ct)

where Pw(lj|ct) is the probability according to WISTR of location lj given the

local context ct of the toponym t associated with lj.

5.3 Solving the Problem

TPP was first proposed by Ramesh (1981). Since then, a variety of

solutions have been proposed, both exact and approximate. The exact solu-

tions are intractable for sufficiently large input sizes (where input size includes

the number of goods to purchase and the number of markets), as with any

NP-complete problem. “Sufficiently large” typically means well fewer than 50

goods and 50 markets. The TRC-dev corpus contains an average of about

seven toponyms per document with an average ambiguity of around 15, making

the upper bound on the total number of markets over 100. More geographically

inclined documents contain far more than seven toponyms, and the exponen-

tial nature of exact solutions to NP-complete problems would make such cases
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dominate the runtime. Without dividing the books in the CWar-dev corpus

into smaller subdocuments (i.e. maintaining an average number of toponyms

per document of almost 700), exact solutions (and likely even approximate

solutions) to TPP are certainly intractable, as even the quadratic runtime

MinDist and SPIDER resolvers are. Even if the documents are made small

enough to mimic the reasonably small toponym frequency of TRC-dev, the

average ambiguity of toponyms in CWar-dev is over 30. Thus, exact solu-

tions are not feasible for the datasets used in this thesis. Nevertheless, some of

the insights in such solutions are useful in the consideration of more efficient,

approximate solutions.

Previous Exact Solutions

Ramesh (1981) proposes a lexicographic search procedure that can be

implemented as either an exact or approximate solution. Singh and van Oud-

heusden (1997) and Laporte et al. (2003) use branch-and-cut methods that

construct a binary tree of all possible solutions to a given instance of TPP.

The two children of each node represent all (remaining) solutions that contain

a particular trip between two markets and all of those that do not. They then

find a lower bound on the total cost of each solution in each such subset, and

repeat this process until a single tour is found with a lower bound less than or

equal to all other lower bounds computed.
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Previous Approximate Solutions

Many approximate solutions to TPP involve heuristics. Golden et al.

(1981) construct a path while attempting to minimize the cost added at each

step. Ong (1982) modifies this strategy and proposes a heuristic based on

deleting markets from a complete tour. Pearn and Chien (1998) make further

improvements and introduce a heuristic that relies on all goods being available

from all markets. Teeninga and Volgenant (2004) improve on subprocedures

of this general strategy.

Voß (1996) and Boctor et al. (2003) both utilize tabu search, a method

that is less likely to get stuck in local minima when searching the space of

solutions than simpler local searches. Ravi and Salman (1999) use a linear

programming method that relaxes the constraint that variables must be binary

and then rounds the solution to a binary one. Riera-Ledesma and Salazar-

González (2005) exchange k markets at a time from paths and achieve better

results from previous attempts that only exchanged one market.

Bontoux and Feillet (2008) use ant colony optimization (ACO), a method

first introduced by Dorigo et al. (1991, 1996) inspired by the behavior of real

ants that cooperate using deposited pheromones to determine the shortest

path to a food source. I explore this approach in this work.

ConLAC: a Heuristic Construction Solution

As a first attempt at solving toponym resolution as an instance of TPP,

I apply a simple solution template into which a variety of heuristics can be
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inserted, and experiment with one particular heuristic. The approach is a

construction strategy, fundamentally similar to that of Golden et al. (1981)

and those that improve on their work. The strategy of inserting markets into

the tour one at a time such that each insertion minimizes the cost increase

is used by e.g. Riera-Ledesma and Salazar-González (2005) and Bontoux and

Feillet (2008) as local search techniques. The procedure is as follows, given

one of the formulations of toponym resolution as TPP outlined in §5.2:

1. Choose an initial market based on a heuristic. Many heuristics are possi-

ble, such as choosing the market with the greatest number of goods sold,

choosing a market with one or more locations that are unambiguously

referred to, choosing a market that will add minimal travel cost to the

tour found so far (not applicable when selecting the first market), etc.

In this work, I choose the market with the least average purchase cost.

2. Purchase all goods at that market. In general when purchasing goods

from a market, re-purchase any goods offered at prices lower than those

already paid for those goods and receive a refund of the difference. This

eliminates solutions that visit the same markets in the same order as

others but do not buy goods at the lowest price seen along the tour.

3. Define the initial tour as starting at the market chosen, with a travel

cost of zero.

4. Add markets containing at least one good not yet purchased to the tour

according to one of the same heuristics used above.
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5. When adding a market to the tour, insert it such that the travel cost

increase is minimized.

6. End when all goods have been purchased.

I refer to the version explored in this work as ConLAC: CONstruction

via Least Average (purchase) Cost.

An Ant Colony Optimization Solution

An interesting class of solutions to computational problems is that of

genetic algorithms, whose parameters and other properties can evolve over

multiple iterations in an attempt to adapt to the idiosyncrasies of a particular

instance of some problem. Such algorithms have the potential to overcome

some of the difficulties encountered by the heuristic construction strategies.

Rather than require human intervention in the selection and tuning of solu-

tions, genetic algorithms have the potential to automatically emphasize and

de-emphasize various aspects of a problem as their performance dictates ac-

cording to some objective function.

Bontoux and Feillet (2008) present strong results on known instances of

TPP using a genetic algorithm called ant colony optimization (ACO) (Dorigo

et al., 1991, 1996). In their approach, virtual ants with differing preferences act

as traveling purchasers that leave behind pheromone as they travel, deciding

which market to visit next based on a probability distribution that takes many

factors into account, including:
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• The amount of pheromone already present between the current location

and the market

• The ant’s attraction to pheromone (called affinity), as opposed to a

willingness to follow its own new path (called independence)

• The ant’s emphasis on travel costs (called laziness)

• The ant’s emphasis on purchase costs (called avidity)

Virtual ants are created with random settings for parameters corre-

sponding to the above properties. Each ant chooses which market to visit

next from the set of markets it hasn’t visited yet based on the following ex-

pression:

(τij)
a

((
1

cij

)s(
1

Aj

)v)d
(5.1)

where τij is the amount of pheromone between markets vi and vj, cij is the

travel cost between those markets, and Aj is the economy gained (or lost, if

negative) by purchasing all the goods at market vj not yet purchased and re-

purchasing any goods sold at vj already bought for a higher price elsewhere

(and receiving a refund for the more expensive version). a, s, v, and d are the

four properties of an ant: affinity, laziness, avidity, and independence.

The pheromone left behind by the ants evaporates over time, so that

paths more recently traveled are favored. When the total cost an ant has

accrued far exceeds the best solution found so far, that ant is killed off. This

allows for an evolution of the ant population over time, as those randomly
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created with parameters that result in low cost solutions outsurvive those who

tend to find higher cost solutions.

Figure 5.2 shows a scenario likely to occur during the TRACO algo-

rithm. Two ants are depicted currently at the market containing Washington,

D.C. One has high laziness and low avidity, while the other has low laziness

and high avidity. When selecting a market from which to buy the toponym

London, the former is more likely to choose the London sold in Ontario, since

it is closer to the ant’s current location. This ant is reluctant (lazy) to travel

long distances when it can avoid doing so, but does not value the purchase

cost function as much. The other ant does not weigh travel costs highly, but is

eager to purchase the London in England for its low purchase cost (due to con-

textual evidence or simply because London, England is a priori more likely).

A similar scenario can be imagined where it is instead affinity and indepen-

dence that differ, resulting in one ant following a path with high amounts of

pheromone and another ant taking the less beaten path.

Taking inspiration from Bontoux and Feillet (2008), my implementation

of the ACO approach works as follows:

1. For each document, initialize a fixed number of ants (here 20) with prop-

erties drawn from Gaussian distributions with a mean of 1 and a standard

deviation determined by experimentation.6 (In general, larger standard

6I use 1 as an initial mean for ant properties, which are all exponents.
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Figure 5.2: Example TRACO scenario in which two ants starting at a market
containing Washington, D.C. travel to different Londons due to the preference
of each to weigh travel costs or purchase costs more.

deviations make for wilder and/or faster evolution.) I use initial stan-

dard deviations of 0.5. Initialize the amount of pheromone between each

pair of markets to 1.

2. For each ant, select its next market to visit based on Equation 5.1.

Iterate over all ants, moving each one market at a time. After each ant

has moved once, evaporate 0.01% of all pheromone.

3. When an ant has purchased all the goods of the TPP instance corre-

sponding to the document, store its tour and the total cost of that tour.

Then add 1 pheromone to each market-to-market segment of that com-

plete tour.7

7I only add pheromone along the paths of successful ants in order not to emphasize poor
paths, following Bontoux and Feillet (2008).
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4. If an ant’s cumulative cost so far exceeds that of the cheapest known

complete tour, kill that ant and generate a new one (with an empty

tour) whose properties are each drawn from the Gaussian distributions

that best fit the properties of the surviving ants. (For example, sample

its affinity from Na(µa, σ
2
a), the Gaussian distribution that best fits the

collection of affinity values for all surviving ants, which has mean µa

and standard deviation σa.) This is local evolution, and is intended to

evolve the ants to adapt to the nuances of the particular document.

5. When a stopping criterion is met (here, the number of tours found is

equal to twice the size of the ant population), proceed to the next doc-

ument.

6. When this process completes on each document, store the properties of

the ant population that existed at the end.

7. When this process completes for the whole corpus, fit Gaussian distribu-

tions to the properties of the sum of all the ant populations existing at

the end of each document’s process, and repeat the entire process on the

corpus. This is global evolution, and is intended to evolve the proper-

ties of the ants to adapt to the characteristics of the particular corpus,

while still allowing local evolution to distinguish individual documents.

Repeat the entire process for a fixed number of iterations. (One could

also repeat until ant properties or location predictions stop changing

more than some small amount.)
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ACO is diverse, as few assumptions are made a priori about whether

travel costs or purchase costs should be emphasized for any particular prob-

lem. At the same time, the ability to remove ants that are unlikely to find

good solutions enables this approach to reduce the search space fairly quickly,

making it reasonably efficient. ACO has been shown to find optimal or near-

optimal solutions to instances with up to about 350 markets and 200 goods,

a scale that suggests the tractability of toponym resolution as TPP on the

corpora presented here. These properties combined with the strong results

reported by Bontoux and Feillet (2008) make ACO an attractive candidate for

an approximate TPP solution.

The version of ACO implemented in this work is referred to as TRACO:

Toponym Resolution via Ant Colony Optimization.

5.4 Challenges Involved with TPP

The framing of the problem of toponym resolution as the traveling pur-

chaser problem is not an obvious choice. TPP is a provably difficult problem

to solve in and of itself, assuming that one’s final goal is to obtain the least ex-

pensive tour of markets and purchasing plan. Thus, non-exact solutions must

almost always be employed on any TPP instance reflecting some broader task.

The choice of non-exact algorithm may depend on the details of the particular

TPP instances at hand and what real world problem they represent. Even if

TPP were easy to solve exactly, the issues of how to transform the entities

in a given problem into markets, goods, and costs, and how to ensure that
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minimizing the sum of purchase and travel costs reflects a meaningful solution

to the broader problem, are far from trivial.

On the issue of how to represent markets when framing toponym reso-

lution as TPP, there are more questions than simply whether to use a grid or

cluster representation. One might imagine a scenario in which every good is

purchasable from every market, even though every good is “generated” from

only one market. Goods located far from the centroids of markets would likely

be expensive at those markets, but that does not preclude an optimal TPP

setup from allowing this option. For instance, one might imagine a document

almost entirely about Turkey but which makes one passing reference to Lon-

don. This introduces an empirical question of whether it makes sense to model

the selection of London, England as always requiring a trip to a separate mar-

ket in the United Kingdom area or whether “importing” it to the Turkish

market at some relatively high price is worth saving the trip to the British

market. For simplicity, I have chosen not to allow such imports in this work.

Issues related to the setting of purchase and travel costs are perhaps

the most difficult to solve among TPP-related problems. The most obvious

way to define a travel cost is as a simple distance measure in some unit such

as kilometers. However, doing so creates the problem of also defining purchase

costs (e.g. how difficult it is for any given token of the toponym London to be

London, England or London, Ontario) also in terms of kilometers. One might

imagining probability distributions such as those output by WISTR being

multiplied by some constant number of kilometers, e.g. some fraction of the
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earth’s circumference, in order to be summable with the distance measure of

the travel cost function. Choosing this constant would likely require consid-

erable thought and experimentation, as it is unclear a priori how to balance

the two cost functions, though they should almost certainly be roughly within

the same order of magnitude. Instead of this, I choose to transform distance

measures into probabilities via the Gaussian travel cost function and keep the

probabilities as they are in the WISTR purchase cost function. Finally, the

use of TPP to represent another problem relies on the assumption that the

cheapest tours of the TPP instances correspond to the most optimal solutions

to the other problem. Unless one is solving a real-world problem that is un-

doubtedly equivalent to TPP, there is no guarantee of such a correspondence.

The use of a genetic algorithm such as ant colony optimization intro-

duces further complexities. The general components of a genetic algorithm are

potential solutions to a problem encoded as strings or vectors (chromosomes),

a measure of the fitness of each chromosome with respect to the problem,

a way to combine existing chromosomes to create offspring (crossover), and

random mutation of new offspring (Mitchell, 1996). Even within the realm of

ant colony optimization, there are many different choices that could be made

with respect to these components. One might devise additional properties be-

yond the four I introduced to comprise the chromosomes, or one might omit

a property (e.g. independence) and attempt to capture its contribution with

another property (e.g. affinity, which is in many ways the inverse of indepen-

dence). Many genetic algorithms simulate sexual reproduction by mixing the
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properties of only two apparently fit chromosomes rather than all surviving

chromosomes, as I have done. One might also experiment with mutation op-

erations that are qualitatively or quantitatively different from the Gaussian

sampling I have implemented.

In this thesis, I explore only a small fraction of the full set of problems

using TPP as a toponym resolution methods introduces. My goal is to show

that it is a difficult but not unreasonable way to perform toponym resolution,

to provide some preliminary ways to both frame and solve these TPP instances,

and to explore some of the noteworthy properties TPP instances and solutions

have that my previously introduced resolvers lack.

5.5 Choosing Travel and Purchase Cost Functions

Table 5.1 compares results on a batch of TRACO experiments on

TRC-dev when using the Gaussian travel cost function (GTCF) versus the

link travel cost function (LTCF) for various market sizes (both grid and clus-

ter). While there are small variations in results, there is no conclusive winner

across the board between the two travel cost functions. Results display a

similar pattern for CWar-dev. Thus, for the remainder of the experiments

I present, I use the geographic distance-based GTCF for its simplicity and

reliance on fewer knowledge sources as compared to the Wikipedia link-based

LTCF.

Table 5.2 compares the WISTR purchase cost function (WPCF) with

the Gaussian purchase cost function (GPCF) using TRACO with GTCF on
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Market Size and TCF Mean Med. A A161

60◦ GTCF 566 33.7 80.9 86.4
60◦ LTCF 549 34.0 80.9 86.2
30◦ GTCF 537 35.8 80.9 86.4
30◦ LTCF 576 35.8 80.7 86.0
5000 km GTCF 473 32.6 81.9 87.8
5000 km LTCF 501 32.8 81.7 87.7
2500 km GTCF 497 33.7 81.2 87.1
2500 km LTCF 487 33.7 81.1 87.0

Table 5.1: Results when running TRACO on TRC-dev comparing the Gaus-
sian travel cost function to the link travel cost function at selected market types
and sizes.

TRC-dev. In this case, WISTR’s contribution allows WPCF to dominate

GPCF, essentially demonstrating the difference between a (noisily) supervised

and unsupervised approach. In the remainder of this thesis, I always use

WPCF rather than GPCF.

5.6 Tuning Market Type and Size

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 give performance in mean error versus market size

for grid cell markets and cluster markets respectively, when ConLAC is run

on TRC-dev. The cost functions used are GTCF and WPCF. In both cases,

performance is not particularly sensitive to market size provided it is under

about 30◦ by 30◦ or 500 km. In each case, there is at least a local minimum

with market sizes much larger than the smallest tested. Figure 5.3 shows the

best performance with very small markets (0.5◦ by 0.5◦), which coincides with

most markets only containing one candidate location. At this market size,
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Figure 5.3: Mean error versus market size for grid cell markets with vari-
ous numbers of degrees on each side of the cell, when ConLAC is run on
TRC-dev.
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Market Size and PCF Mean Med. A A161

10000 km WPCF 650 32.8 80.7 87.0
10000 km GPCF 3956 697.1 42.3 45.4
5000 km WPCF 473 32.6 81.9 87.8
5000 km GPCF 3927 745.5 42.6 45.5
2500 km WPCF 497 33.7 81.2 87.1
2500 km GPCF 3634 733.9 42.1 45.3
1000 km WPCF 527 33.7 79.8 85.6
1000 km GPCF 3880 1050.1 39.6 41.8

Table 5.2: Results when running TRACO on TRC-dev comparing the
WISTR purchase cost function to the Gaussian purchase cost function at
selected cluster market sizes.

ConLAC behaves very similarly to WISTR itself, almost always selecting

the individual candidates with the lowest purchase cost according to WPCF;

in other words, the spatial minimality effect caused by multiple candidates

being sold in the same market is almost absent. (Recall that the travel cost

function is relevant only to the ordering of selected markets in the ConLAC

algorithm, so it does not affect performance.) This might appear to negate

the potential usefulness of the TPP approach altogether, but the fact that

most of the same performance achieved with small 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ markets can be

achieved with large 30◦ by 30◦ markets (on average) is significant for at least

two reasons. ConLAC runs at least 10 times faster in the latter case, and

the spatial minimality effect of invoking relatively large markets makes up for

much of the individual precision lost by averaging individual candidate costs

with WPCF.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 give performance versus market size for grid cell
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Figure 5.4: Mean error versus market size for cluster markets with various
agglomeration thresholds, when ConLAC is run on TRC-dev.

and cluster markets on TRC-dev with the TRACO resolver. As in Figures

5.3 and 5.4, local minima (here likely global as well, especially in Figure 5.6)

are found at market sizes well above the smallest tested, at about 60◦ by 60◦

and 5000 km. This phenomenon suggests two ideas. The first is that the

spatial minimality due to fairly large markets is more important for TRACO

than for ConLAC, since the best performance is here not found with very

small markets, which for TRACO approximates using WISTR directly but

still accounting for the travel costs between selected markets (most of which

contain only one candidate at such small market sizes). The local minima

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 are also much deeper than those in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

The second is that the TR-CoNLL corpus appears to prefer relatively large
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Figure 5.5: Mean error versus market size for grid cell markets with vari-
ous numbers of degrees on each side of the cell, when TRACO is run on
TRC-dev.
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Figure 5.6: Mean error versus market size for cluster markets with various
agglomeration thresholds, when TRACO is run on TRC-dev.

markets, which is intuitive given its international nature. The fact that the

TRACO algorithm runs much more quickly with large markets than small

markets (of which there are many more) is fortuitous.

Figure 5.7 shows performance versus grid cell market size on CWar-dev

with ConLAC. As shown by the minimum at the very small market size of

0.5◦, the CWar corpus prefers much smaller markets than the TR-CoNLL

corpus, reflecting CWar’s characteristic geographic clumping. While spatial

minimality has a role to play with CWar as well as TR-CoNLL (indeed, a

strong role as the extremely spatially minimalistic SPIDER algorithm shows),

it must be invoked on a relatively small geographic scale: grouping locations

thousands of kilometers apart is ineffective when almost all locations men-
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Figure 5.7: Mean error versus market size for grid cell markets with vari-
ous numbers of degrees on each side of the cell, when ConLAC is run on
CWar-dev.
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tioned in the corpus are in the eastern United States.

5.7 Results

Table 5.3 gives results of various resolvers on TRC-dev, repeating

results from Chapter 4 for some of the resolvers presented prior to this chap-

ter alongside results for ConLAC and TRACO. Mean error in kilometers,

median error in kilometers, accuracy (best match), accuracy (percent within

161 kilometers of correct), precision, recall, and F-score are the performance

measures shown. The first four measures reflect performance when gold to-

ponyms are used, while the last three reflect performance when NER is used.

Table 5.4 shows the same for CWar-dev. Subscript distances in degrees and

kilometers indicate the use of grid markets and cluster markets of those sizes,

respectively. For TRACO, the number after the colon reflects the number of

global iterations run.

Overall, the resolvers introduced in this chapter do not provide quanti-

tative performance benefits beyond the best resolvers from Chapter 3. Com-

paring ConLAC to TRACO, the simpler heuristic technique tends to perform

better. While ConLAC’s results are competitive with those of resolvers such

as WISTR and TRAWL, TRACO introduces further complexities to the

TPP framework not present in ConLAC. These complexities, such as local

and global evolution, likely provide too many degrees of freedom for instant

success, though studying their behavior is worthwhile. To my knowledge, this

work is the first attempt at framing toponym resolution as TPP and solving
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Resolver Mean Med. A A161 P R F
Oracle 58 28.1 100.0 94.5 85.1 64.2 73.2
Random 3827 1536.5 34.9 39.2 25.5 19.2 21.9
WISTR 215 30.7 84.2 90.6 76.4 57.6 65.7
WISTR+SPIDER10 237 30.7 84.2 90.4 76.1 57.4 65.4
TRAWL 177 30.7 83.9 91.0 75.7 57.1 65.1
TRAWL+SPIDER10 155 30.7 84.1 91.2 75.5 57.0 65.0
ConLAC10◦ 329 33.7 83.1 88.5 74.2 55.9 63.8
ConLAC75km 260 31.4 83.0 89.1 75.2 56.7 64.7
TRACO60◦:1 566 33.7 80.9 86.4 72.7 54.9 62.5
TRACO60◦:20 502 33.7 81.3 86.8 72.8 54.9 62.6
TRACO5000km:1 473 32.6 81.9 87.8 73.7 55.6 63.4
TRACO5000km:20 454 31.7 81.9 87.9 73.6 55.5 63.3

Table 5.3: Results on TRC-dev for ConLAC, TRACO, and selected other
resolvers. Mean error in kilometers, median error in kilometers, accuracy, and
accuracy within 161 kilometers of correct are given for experiments with gold
toponyms. Precision, recall, and F-score reflect experiments using NER.

the resulting TPP instances, and I leave refinements to this complex process

to future work.

Comparing grid markets with cluster markets, the latter clearly per-

form better with both ConLAC and TRACO, verifying the intuition that

drawing market borders in data-driven, non-arbitrary ways is preferable. The

use of global evolution (omitted from the 3◦ TRACO run on CWar-dev for

tractability concerns) does not appear to change results to a large degree.

Though none are clear winners quantitatively, some of the TPP-based

resolvers come close to the performance levels of the best previously intro-

duced resolvers. On CWar-dev, ConLAC performs better than WISTR,
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Resolver Mean Med. A A161

Oracle 0 0.0 100.0 100.0
Random 2283 967.6 13.1 14.6
WISTR 968 0.0 67.4 70.5
WISTR+SPIDER10 141 0.0 87.2 87.9
TRAWL 918 0.0 69.4 71.4
TRAWL+SPIDER10 94 0.0 82.5 90.0
ConLAC0.5◦ 740 0.0 67.8 71.0
ConLAC0.1◦ 778 0.0 69.4 72.0
TRACO10◦:1 1148 0.0 61.2 64.5
TRACO10◦:20 1060 0.0 61.9 65.2
TRACO3◦:1 1044 0.0 58.8 61.8

Table 5.4: Results on CWar-dev for ConLAC, TRACO, and selected other
resolvers. Mean error in kilometers, median error in kilometers, accuracy, and
accuracy within 161 kilometers of correct are given.

demonstrating that there is usefulness in the way such TPP approaches group

locations into markets above and beyond the information that WISTR pro-

vides. As implemented here, this grouping along with the way TPP instances

are solved does not provide as much of a performance boost over using just

WISTR as does applying SPIDER to WISTR’s output. As is frequently

the case in problems of computation, a simple approach given enough data

outperforms the prototype versions of more complex approaches with much

greater search spaces in terms of design and parameters.

The fact that TRACO demonstrates a further step down in perfor-

mance (though not to a severe degree when compared to WISTR alone) while

being a step up in complexity over ConLAC further supports this observa-

tion. In order to beat simple approaches without much room for improvement,
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one must explore the far larger space of more complex approaches. Sheer per-

formance figures aside, these more complex approaches often come with inter-

esting properties that can reveal hidden trends in the data as well as provide

some direction in the exploration of advanced techniques.

Comparing the TRACO experiments done with no global evolution

(only one iteration) to those with global evolution (20 iterations), the general

trend is that such evolution improves results. This finding suggests at least

two facts. The first is that the objective function, which is the mechanism

used to determine when to kill off an ant and generate a new one, is correlated

with the correct disambiguation of toponyms. This serves as another general

justification of the TPP approach. The second fact is that the evolutionary

process itself is justified: the adjustments to the ants’ four properties overall

lead to lower values of the objective function as well as improved results. As

I will show, there is also value in tracking the mean values of each property

over the population as evolution progresses.

5.8 Evolutionary Trends

The TRACO algorithm allows for two forms of evolution: local evo-

lution and global evolution. Local evolution occurs on a per-document basis

and describes the changing of the properties of the ant population as ants are

killed off and created. This allows the ants to adapt based on the charac-

teristics of the particular document. Global evolution occurs on an iterative,

corpus-wide basis, and refers to the process of keeping track of the final ant
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Figure 5.8: Global evolution across 20 iterations of TRACO on TRC-dev.
The y-axis represents the mean of each property at the start of each iteration.

populations of all documents and initializing new ants in a new corpus-wide

iteration based on the properties of the final ant populations from the previous

iteration. While local evolution allows ants to treat different documents within

a corpus differently, it can be instructive to track the global evolution of ants

on one corpus and compare it with that of other corpora. Such comparisons

reveal which aspects of each corpus are most important to the average ant

population of that corpus.

Figure 5.8 shows the global evolution of the four ant properties of one

run of TRACO on TRC-dev, while Figure 5.9 shows the global evolution of a

run of TRACO on CWar-dev. The means of the four ant properties, affinity,

laziness, avidity, and independence, before each of 20 iterations are shown. In
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Figure 5.9: Global evolution across 20 iterations of TRACO on CWar-dev.
The y-axis represents the mean of each property at the start of each iteration.
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each case, grid cell markets of 10◦ by 10◦ were used, and all properties were

initially drawn from distributions with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation

of 0.5. While there is a random component to the global evolution process,

neither chart contains curves characteristic of random walks: there are clear

trends, especially in the CWar case. Rerunning these experiments yields

different but not wildly different evolution patterns. In general, larger corpora

yield smoother global evolution patterns, while the heavier weight of each

document in a smaller corpus allow differences in individual documents’ ant

populations to pull the corpus-wide ant population more strongly.

Several trends can be observed from these figures. The first is that

affinity (an ant’s attraction to pheromone) and independence (an ant’s will-

ingness to ignore pheromone and forge its own path) almost never move in

the same direction at the same time. In Figure 5.8, the affinity and indepen-

dence curves are near mirror images of each other, while in Figure 5.9 affinity

remains fairly constant as independence decreases on each iteration. This

trend reflects the intuition that the overall ant population does not tend to

become both more attracted and less attracted to pheromone simultaneously:

at most, one changes while the other stays constant. Another trend related

to pheromone is that on TR-CoNLL, independence is always greater than

affinity, while the opposite is true of CWar. A plausible explanation of this

is that the same locations tend to get referred to many times in CWar, while

TR-CoNLL is more sporadic.

Another trend is that the ants’ laziness property (unwillingness to travel
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long distances) only slightly decreases over time on CWar, while its descent

is more rapid on TR-CoNLL. This likely reflects the tightly clustered aspect

of CWar, where it is rarely the case that traveling a long distance to purchase

a good at a low cost is worth the trip (i.e. there aren’t many such goods).

Though spatial minimality is also present in TR-CoNLL to some degree, it

is more common that a long trip is profitable in that corpus, so the ants’

average laziness doesn’t tend to be as high as for CWar. This trend stands

in contrast to the observation that the avidity property (unwillingness to pay

high purchase costs) falls in nearly the same fashion on both corpora, likely

reflecting the strong role WISTR’s predictions have in the TRACO resolver.

5.9 Corpora from Five Springfields

In order to compare the performance of various resolvers on corpora

that are less extreme in their distributions of referenced locations, I compiled

five small corpora of five local newspaper articles each from five different cities

named Springfield in the United States. The articles were selected by taking

the top five most recent articles containing at least one instance of the to-

ponym Springfield from each newspaper’s website just after midnight on June

13, 2013. The text for each document includes the article’s headline and body

text, with no metadata or other information. The OpenNLP named entity

recognizer was used to detect toponyms. Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 gives in-

formation and statistics about these corpora and the cities they come from.

Springfield is a noteworthy toponym because it contains an unusually high
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Name pop popmet State Newspaper and URL
S-MA 153k 700k Massachusetts The Republican

www.masslive.com/republican

S-IL 116k 208k Illinois State Journal-Register
www.sj-r.com

S-MO 160k 437k Missouri Springfield News-Leader
www.news-leader.com

S-OH 61k 138k Ohio Springfield News-Sun
www.springfieldnewssun.com

S-OR 59k 352k Oregon Springfield Times
www.springfieldtimes.net

Table 5.5: Information about the Springfield corpora. The columns shown are
the corpus name, Springfield population, surrounding metro area population,
state of origin, and name of local Springfield newspaper.

number of candidates with comparable populations and prominences.

Visualizing the output of WISTR and TRACO on these corpora re-

veals some interesting occurrences. (Recall that TRACO includes the use of

WISTR’s predictions in its purchase cost function.) Both of these resolvers

have a tendency to select Springfield, Massachusetts more often than any other

Springfield due to its relative prominence in the GeoWiki training data. This

makes performance on the S-MA corpus very good. In a sense, this is the trivial

case: every instance of Springfield in S-MA refers to what the training data in-

dicates is the default Springfield. Almost any sensible toponym resolver would

get most of these cases right.

The predictions on some of the other corpora are more interesting,

and highlight TRACO’s potential to make correct predictions where WISTR
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Name toks types tokstop typestop ambavg ambmax
S-MA 3773 1247 30 10 47.0 101
S-IL 1292 527 7 2 86.7 101
S-MO 1553 636 18 7 60.3 101
S-OH 2588 837 32 9 42.5 101
S-OR 1117 486 14 5 76.3 128

Table 5.6: Numerical data from the Springfield corpora. The columns shown
are the corpus name, number of tokens, number of types, number of toponym
tokens, number of toponym types, average toponym ambiguity, and maximum
toponym ambiguity.

fails. On the S-IL corpus, both WISTR and TRACO erroneously predict

three instances of Springfield to be in Massachusetts. For two other instances,

WISTR predicts one to be in Illinois and one to be in Missouri, while TRACO

correctly places both in Illinois (Figure 5.10).

A similar phenomenon occurs with the S-OR corpus: WISTR predicts

an instance of Springfield, Oregon to be in Massachusetts, while TRACO gets

this example right (Figure 5.11).

Finally, Figure 5.12 shows a case where TRACO’s global evolution

improves a prediction. Recall that global evolution refers to iteratively re-

applying TRACO to the same corpus, each time generating the initial ants

for each document from Gaussian distributions over their preferences fit to the

surviving ant populations from the previous iteration. While both WISTR

and TRACO without global evolution predict an instance of Washington state

to be Washington, D.C., TRACO with 10 iterations of global evolution makes

the correct prediction.
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Figure 5.10: On the S-IL corpus, WISTR incorrectly predicts a reference to
Springfield, Illinois to be in Missouri (top). TRACO does not make this error
(bottom).
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Figure 5.11: On the S-OR corpus, WISTR incorrectly predicts a reference to
Springfield, Oregon to be in Massachusetts (top). TRACO does not make
this error (bottom).
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Figure 5.12: On the S-MO corpus, TRACO with no global evolution incor-
rectly predicts a reference to Washington state to be a reference to Washing-
ton, D.C. (top), as does WISTR (not shown). TRACO with 10 iterations of
global evolution correctly predicts Washington state (bottom).
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These examples show that there are many cases where simply choosing

the most prominent candidate for a toponym is doomed to fail, and even more

sophisticated context-sensitive resolvers like WISTR can fail if they are overly

biased towards a “default” candidate or fail to take into account the geographic

distribution of several candidates at once. Resolvers like SPIDER solve the

latter problem at the expense of completely ignoring the cues WISTR takes

advantage of. TRACO has the potential to balance these two aspects and

make correct predictions both in the trivial case and in the case that is the mo-

tivation for toponym resolution in the first place: when the correct resolution

of a toponym isn’t simply the most populous or most discussed candidate.

5.10 Held-out Test Set Results

Tables 5.7 and 5.8 give held-out results on TRC-test and CWar-test.

These results do not present any major surprises over the development set

results. The text-based resolvers WISTR, TRAWL, WISTR+SPIDER,

TRAWL+SPIDER, and WISTR+LISTR all outperform the Population

baseline in terms of accuracy, which is a strong competitor on TRC-test and

a weak one on CWar-test. On TRC-test, combining the WISTR and

WISTR training material in a simple additive manner achieves the best ac-

curacy with gold toponyms and best precision and recall when NER is used,

reinforcing the power of machine learning techniques with local context fea-

tures on corpora made up of international news stories.

On CWar-test, methods employing the SPIDER algorithm continue
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Resolver Mean Med. A A161 P R F
Oracle 107 24.8 100.0 94.3 82.6 59.9 69.4
Random 3891 1523.9 33.0 38.4 26.4 19.2 22.2
Population 219 30.3 80.5 90.5 71.7 52.0 60.2
MinDist 2251 46.0 54.7 63.7 47.9 34.7 40.2
SPIDER10 2175 40.1 56.1 65.3 49.1 35.6 41.3
TRIPDL 1488 37.0 62.1 72.9 51.8 37.5 43.5
WISTR 281 30.5 82.4 89.1 73.9 53.6 62.1
WISTR+SPIDER10 432 30.7 81.5 87.4 73.2 53.0 61.5
TRAWL 237 30.5 81.4 89.7 72.6 52.6 61.0
TRAWL+SPIDER10 300 30.5 81.2 89.1 72.4 52.5 60.8
LISTR 2152 53.1 59.2 64.9 49.1 35.6 41.2
WISTR+LISTR 293 30.7 82.8 88.6 74.0 53.6 62.2
WISTR+LISTRBack 279 30.5 82.2 88.9 73.7 53.4 61.9
ConLAC10◦ 371 30.7 81.1 87.0 72.4 52.5 60.8
ConLAC75km 357 30.7 80.3 87.2 72.4 52.5 60.8
TRACO60◦:20 497 30.7 80.0 86.3 71.4 51.7 60.0
TRACO5000km:20 511 30.7 80.7 86.5 71.2 51.6 59.9

Table 5.7: Results on TRC-test. Mean error in kilometers, median error in
kilometers, accuracy, and accuracy within 161 kilometers of correct are given
for experiments with gold toponyms. Precision, recall, and F-score reflect
experiments using NER.

to far outshine those that do not, once again supporting the necessity for

spatial minimality on corpora with strong geographic locales, especially when

appropriate metadata such as population counts may be unavailable.

The TPP-based resolvers ConLAC and TRACO come close to the

performance levels of some of the best other resolvers, and carry with them

both interesting studiable properties and a much larger search space of poten-

tial ways to set up and solve TPP instances. My work has shown that such
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Resolver Mean Med. A A161

Oracle 0 0.0 100.0 100.0
Random 2393 1029 11.8 13.4
Population 1749 0.0 59.7 62.0
MinDist 314 0.0 57.0 65.5
SPIDER10 266 0.0 57.5 67.0
TRIPDL 848 0.0 51.5 60.2
WISTR 855 0.0 69.1 73.3
WISTR+SPIDER10 201 0.0 85.9 87.1
TRAWL 944 0.0 67.8 70.8
TRAWL+SPIDER10 148 0.0 78.2 88.9
LISTR 1690 597.8 29.0 30.8
WISTR+LISTR 1083 0.0 50.9 55.3
WISTR+LISTRBack 855 0.0 69.1 73.3
ConLAC0.1◦ 711 0.0 71.1 74.9
TRACO10◦:20 966 0.0 63.5 67.8

Table 5.8: Results on CWar-test.

an approach to toponym resolution is viable and should be further explored

by future work.

5.11 Future Work

I have made preliminary progress toward the improvement of toponym

resolution systems by framing the task as a known computational problem

with an explicit objective function. However, there are other ways one might

attempt to build better toponym resolvers, aside from exploring the spaces

outlined in §5.4. If one’s primary goal is only to maximize accuracy—a likely

scenario for a commercial application, for example—employing at least a few

rules at the beginning of the resolution process is likely to be helpful. For
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instance, fixing presumably unambiguous strings like Roxbury, Vermont to

their correct location before applying methods like those introduced here may

improve performance somewhat (especially if syntactic information is available

to eliminate spurious cases like ...as opposed to the Boston neighborhood of

Roxbury, Vermont has some of my favorite...), though there is not vast room

for improvement in these least difficult of cases. Some incorporation of data

such as population is also likely to increase accuracy, if the user is certain of

its appropriateness for the corpus at hand.

A more difficult avenue for improvement, but one with much theoretical

promise, is that of jointly performing named entity recognition and toponym

resolution (or disambiguation of named entities of all kinds). If a document

seems to contain many references to locations nearby a town called Calhoun,

one might expect that instances of the string Calhoun in the same document do

indeed refer to that town rather than to a person named Calhoun. (However,

caution must be taken to avoid cases where a group of historically important

and interconnected individuals eventually became the namesakes for multiple

nearby locations, a common scenario in many areas of the world.)

A final reasonable direction for future work lies in the gathering of more

data for approaches like WISTR, TRAWL, and the TPP-based resolvers.

A semisupervised approach to detecting likely references to particular named

locations has the potential to yield far more training instances than something

like WISTR alone. Starting with a reasonable model of the features indicative

of particular locations like one from WISTR, one could imagine a system that
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self-trains on completely unlabeled data by looking for instances of toponyms

in environments similar to those it has seen before. With caution against the

typical pitfalls of unsupervised and semisupervised learning like excessive bias

towards already seen features and the potential for unwarranted drift in the

feature space, such an approach could multiply the size of a resolver’s training

data by orders of magnitude, without ever needing additional annotations done

by hand. The engineering of other kinds of features like larger n-grams and

features related to part of speech, syntax, or semantics, could aid resolvers in

recognizing the environments that toponyms occur in and the environments

that references to particular locations occur in.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The recent explosion of data generation and availability presents the

opportunity for previously unimaginable benefits throughout many facets of

humanity, if that data can be harnessed and processed in useful ways. One

might posit a “holy grail” of automated analysis tools that would take as

input arbitrary amounts of text, images, video, and metadata such as time

stamps and geographic coordinates, and yield all and only the most useful

subset of that data, processed for ease of digestion by a human user, so that

evidence-backed actions could be taken (or new understandings of historical

events revealed) with a level of confidence never before possible. While natural

language processing, computer vision, knowledge representation, and other

fields are gaining ground on many fronts with respect to such a goal, the

challenges involved continue to prove difficult to solve.

One area where there is both clear applicability to real world issues

and the potential for high levels of performance in the present day is that

of the automatic detection of geographic aspects of data. In this case, the

space into which source data must be mapped is a merciful two dimensions,

and it is a concrete space that is constantly being precisely measured from
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the surface and from space. In contrast, there is no consensus on what the

shape of a semantic space should be, though all researchers working on the

problem agree that it is not a two-dimensional surface. The very aspect of

automated geotagging that makes it so clearly useful is the same aspect that

makes it more accessible than many other automated data processing tasks:

it is grounded.

Toponym resolution is a further subset of this problem with further

simplifying constraints. Its output only concerns explicit references to places

(though its set of potentially relevant inputs is unbounded), and though there is

difference in coverage and slight disagreement in coordinates among gazetteers,

the set of labels a resolver must assign to each toponym is relatively well

defined. Thus, toponym resolution is one of the best entry points into the

universe of automated data processing.

There are already many ongoing tasks that would benefit from robust

automated toponym resolution as well as the kinds of visualizations presented

in this thesis. Historical studies could take advantage of much larger corpora

than otherwise possible, extracting trends in the connection between text and

geography that might otherwise elude researchers (Guldi, 2009; Scheidel et al.,

2012; Derungs and Purves, 2013). Similar studies on modern corpora such

as news articles and microblogs have an even greater need for high quality

automatic processing given their much greater amounts of data (Teitler et al.,

2008; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2009; Gelernter and Mushegian, 2011). The

World Bank Mapping for Results project aims to monitor the use of its funds
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throughout the world toward socially conscious goals, and could better do so

with geographically grounded text related to such efforts 1.

Many have shown that a large portion of the toponyms in many corpora

can be resolved correctly through simple means such as the Population

baseline and reliance on unambiguous sequences of toponyms like London,

England. This thesis has focused on the less obvious cases, without which

toponym resolution would not be a problem. It has explored the space of

resolvers that ignore such cues in favor of more general knowledge sources

such as a toponym’s textual context and the distribution of locations (including

candidate locations) on the earth’s surface, two types of features always present

in the task. By contrast, population information is costly to gather, may be

lacking for less populous places, and can be inappropriate for corpora such as

the CWar corpus. Unambiguous toponym sequences are useful when present,

but are often absent. Corpora like the sets of local Springfield newspaper

articles present a use case where both of these simplistic approaches are likely

to fail often. The Population baseline believes Missouri to be the only

U.S. state housing a Springfield (or Massachusetts, if metro area data is used

instead), so failure is guaranteed for other Springfields. The authors of these

articles assume a local audience, so strings like Springfield, Oregon are virtually

always avoided. Methods that take advantage of all textual cues in context,

while taking into account likely distributions of locations on the earth, are the

clear winners in these non-obvious cases.

1http://maps.worldbank.org/
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WISTR represents the extreme of text-based resolvers, ignoring all ge-

ographic information other than the set of candidates for a toponym in the

gazetteer. On the other hand, SPIDER relies almost completely on one pre-

conception of likely geographic distributions, ignoring all textual cues. As

expected, the former excels at the TR-CoNLL corpus of international news

while the latter achieves very high performance on the smaller scoped, his-

torical CWar corpus. These extremes demonstrate the need for a flexible

approach that can adapt to these and other aspects of the corpus to resolve.

TRAWL is one such attempt, giving more weight to its local context compo-

nent the more training data it has given a toponym. The distributions over

candidates output by WISTR and TRAWL can be used to seed SPIDER,

approximating the balance between textual and geographic evidence. The

TPP approaches are a more principled way to combine knowledge sources, and

the genetic approach TRACO is particularly suited to adaptation. TRACO

has other valuable properties, such as the output of tours that show the ge-

ographic (not necessarily temporal or textual) path a document takes, and

ants whose evolved properties suggest some of the latent differences between

documents and between corpora.

The focus of this thesis has been on toponym resolution methods that

take advantage of the knowledge sources inherent in the problem, namely text

and geography, rather than on quick and dirty methods that cover the obvious

cases. Different corpora call for different emphases on these two aspects (and

various sub-aspects of them), so a broadly applicable approach must be flexible
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in its treatment of different kinds of features. I have presented a variety of

resolvers, some of which lay the groundwork for this type of flexibility, focusing

not on sheer accuracy alone but on the more challenging facets of toponym

resolution and on resolvers with something interesting to say about their input

corpora. Nevertheless, several of my approaches achieve levels of accuracy high

enough for users interested in the geographic story hidden behind the words

of their text collections.
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